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The J. Paul Getty Trust is a cultural and philanthropic institution dedicated 
to critical thinking in the presentation, conservation, and interpretation of 
the world’s artistic legacy. Through the collective and individual work of its 
constituent Programs—Getty Conservation Institute, Getty Foundation, J. Paul 
Getty Museum, and Getty Research Institute—it pursues its mission in Los 
Angeles and throughout the world, serving both the general interested public 
and a wide range of professional communities with the conviction that a greater 
and more profound sensitivity to and knowledge of the visual arts and their 
many histories are crucial to the promotion of a vital and civil society
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Cover image: Installation view of Pacific Standard Time: Crosscurrents 
in L.A. Painting and Sculpture, 1950–1970. Foreground: Red Concave 
Circle, 1970, De Wain Valentine. Cast polyester resin. Bank of 
America Collection. © De Wain Valentine

 

Background: Untitled (White Light Grid Series-V), 1969, Mary Corse. 
Glass microspheres in acrylic on canvas. Andrea Nasher Collection. 
Courtesy Ace Gallery and the artist



Pacific Standard Time

Pacific Standard Time: Art in L.A. 1945–1980, an unprecedented 
collaboration of organizations all across Southern California, concluded in 
spring 2012 after an exhilarating six months of more than 60 exhibitions 
at museums throughout the region, over 100 gallery shows, a Performance 
and Public Art Festival, and dozens of other public programs and activities. 
Supported by a 10 year series of grants from the Getty Foundation, Pacific 
Standard Time accomplished its original goals, rescuing the endangered 
history of art in Los Angeles in the postwar decades, and sharing its stories 
with the public.  

Pacific Standard Time leaves a strong legacy for the future in the form of 
over 40 books and catalogues, accessible archives, and a wider awareness 
of the role played by Los Angeles artists in the history of modern art. In 
addition, the initiative had a significant economic impact on Southern 
California according to a report prepared by the Los Angeles County 
Economic Development Corporation. Data gathered during Pacific Standard 
Time will also serve as a baseline for future studies on the economic impact 
of the arts.

As we look towards the future, Pacific Standard Time partners are exploring 
various topics that may serve as the basis for another large regional 
collaboration several years from now. Meanwhile, to keep the collaborative 
momentum going, there will be smaller collective programs under the 
banner of Pacific Standard Time Presents.
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Pacific Standard Time Opening Celebration

The opening of Pacific Standard Time celebrated this unprecedented 
collaborative effort to preserve the archival record of Southern California.

Above, left to right: John Bryson, Dominic and Rachel Ng, Trustee Emeritus Louise Bryson, 
Peggy and Andrew Cherng; Jarl Mohn and Robert Irwin; Trustee Luis Nogales; CEO and 
President Jim Cuno and Larry Bell; Trustees Paul LeClerc and Frances Fergusson,  
and Board Vice Chair Neil Rudenstine.

Above, left to right: Elizabeth and Henry Segerstrom;  
Elsa Longhauser and Ingeborg Lüscher; Trustee Joanne Kozberg, 
Luanne Wells, and Lindsey Kozberg.

Top row, left to right: Trustee Stewart Resnick and wife, Lynda; Alison Saar,  
Michael Govan, and Betye Saar; Trustee David Lee and wife, Ellen.

 Above, left to right: Donald Woodman and Judy Chicago; George Herms and Larry Bell; Mel Elias and Elena Branzburg;  
Jayne and Melvin Edwards; Trustee Peter Taylor and wife, Coralyn; Tom Learner, DeWain Valentine, and Kiana Sasaki.

Below, left to right: Trustee Jay Wintrob and wife, Wendy; Board Chair Mark Siegel and wife, Christina, Barbara and Michael Kowalski,  
Maria Hummer-Tuttle and Robert Tuttle; Ann Philbin and Cynthia Wornham; Trustee William E.B. Siart and wife, Laura.

Below, left to right: Warren Weitman and Eve Reid; John Baldessari, Foundation Associate  
Director Joan Weinstein, and Robert Irwin; Karla and William Ahmanson.

Above, left to right: CEO and President Jim Cuno, Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa, Janet Lamkin, Michael 
Kowalski, Foundation Director Deborah Marrow, and Board Chair Mark Siegel; Barbara Gaehtgens and 
GRI Director Thomas Gaehtgens.
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Message from the Chair

The trustees of the J. Paul Getty Trust 
understand that the Getty's unique 
resources afford unique opportunities, and 
our leadership is dedicated to using these 
resources to achieve goals worthy of these 
unparalleled assets. Measured by this 
very high standard, 2012 was a year of 
remarkable achievement for the Getty.  

This year’s annual report provides a window 
into all of the work undertaken by the four 
Getty programs and the Trust, and allows 
me to highlight just one of these special 
accomplishments—Pacific Standard Time:  
Art in L.A. 1945–1980.

There is no question that the Getty’s 
leadership role in developing, organizing, 
and supporting Pacific Standard Time, which 
launched in October 2011 and ran through 
March 2012, substantially impacted how the 
Getty is perceived in Southern California, and 
indeed, throughout the art world.   

This unprecedented initiative, which began 
modestly with the goal of identifying and 
preserving the archives that document 
contemporary postwar art in the region, grew 
to encompass 68 exhibitions at museums 
and cultural institutions throughout Southern 
California. It also featured a Performance 
Art Festival, public programming, the 
participation of 70 Southern California 
galleries with more than a 100 related shows, 
and the most ambitious communications 
campaign ever undertaken by museums to 
introduce new audiences to the world of art 
and expand museum attendance.

While the project began as a small 
undertaking by the Getty Foundation and 
Getty Research Institute, the initiative 
expanded over its 10-year life to include 
the participation of all four Getty programs, 
which were joined by numerous partner 
organizations. In the process, our leadership 
established ever loftier goals for the 
initiative, and I am pleased to report that 
each of the goals we set for Pacific Standard 
Time were met or exceeded! 

First, the endangered archival record of 
Los Angeles art was rescued, making 
it accessible to future generations. The 
exhibitions and related catalogues created 
to support the initiative met another desired 
objective of enhancing the perceived artistic 
significance of Southern California art 
during 1945–1980. And in the process, 
a new model for collaboration among 
cultural institutions was created, and we 
are delighted that other arts and cultural 
organizations throughout the world are 
working on their own versions of regional 
collaborations.

Even more important, approximately 1.8 
million visitors attended Pacific Standard 
Time exhibitions, with 47 percent of the 
visitors between the ages of 15 and 43—
precisely the non-regular museum visitor 
we most wanted to engage. Moreover, our 
surveys showed that more than 20 percent 
of our Pacific Standard Time visitors were 
from outside Southern California, with  
 
 
 

13 percent from outside the state and more  
than three percent from outside the U.S. This 
means more than 120,000 visitors traveled 
to Southern California specifically for Pacific 
Standard Time. 

Not surprisingly, Pacific Standard Time had a 
significant positive economic impact on the 
region. According to a report funded by Bank 
of America, and prepared independently by 
the Los Angeles Area Economic Development 
Corporation (LAEDC), Pacific Standard Time 
added $280.5 million in economic output 
to the region and supported 2,490 jobs. 
Moreover, this activity is estimated to have 
added $19.4 million in tax revenues for state 
and local governments. For any who have 
questioned whether the arts add economic 
value, this is solid evidence.

Finally, while the Getty’s leadership role 
in various national and international arts 
initiatives was well-recognized, Pacific 
Standard Time eloquently established the 
Getty’s commitment to Southern California 
as both a leader and partner for its arts and 
cultural organizations.

In this report, you will find the names of the 
individuals, corporations, and foundations 
that supported the many ambitious 
undertakings. On behalf of all the Getty 
trustees and staff, I would like to say thank 
you to each of you who helped to make this 

significant effort a success, and thank you 
as well for your commitment to the arts. Our 
thanks also to the leadership and staff of 
the Getty, and to all the participating arts 
organizations for their creativity and diligence 
in making Pacific Standard Time such a 
landmark event. I am pleased that plans for 
another Pacific Standard Time project are 
now being developed.

I would also like to salute Luis Nogales, who 
joined the Getty’s Board of Trustees in 2000, 
and after serving his final term, stepped 
down in June 2012. Luis served as vice 
chair of the board, and as chair of numerous 
board committees, and his wise counsel and 
dedication to the Getty will be missed. In 
June, the trustees were pleased to welcome 
to our board Thelma Meléndez de Santa Ana, 
Superintendent of Schools for the Santa Ana 
Unified School District, who we believe will help 
strengthen our continuing commitment to arts 
education for Southern California’s students. 

In closing, I am extraordinarily proud of the 
Getty’s 2012 achievements and extremely 
excited and optimistic about what we are 
doing in 2013 and beyond. We know that 
past achievements generate ever higher 
goals and expectations, and we welcome  
that challenge. 

Mark Siegel,  
Chair Board of Trustees, 
J. Paul Getty Trust 
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Foreword

My inaugural year as CEO of the J. Paul Getty 
Trust was an eventful one. I arrived at the 
Getty just as Pacific Standard Time launched 
with 68 exhibitions across Southern 
California. Nothing like it had ever been 
attempted in Los Angeles. And its success 
instantly became an inspiration and a model 
for other cities around the country.   

I was especially pleased by the way all four 
Getty programs worked together to lead the 
collaboration. It began with the Research 
Institute and the Foundation recognizing that 
significant post-war art and archives were 
being lost. The Foundation then reached out 
to other Los Angeles institutions, serving 
as a catalyst in launching Pacific Standard 
Time. The Conservation Institute joined in by 
examining the era’s experimental artists’ use 
of new industrial materials, including plastics 
and polyesters. And the Getty Museum 
presented the findings of both the Research 
and Conservation Institutes in exhibitions 
of beauty and intelligence. In every respect, 
Pacific Standard Time was an example of 
what the Getty can do when its four programs 
work together, and what it can mean for Los 
Angeles when that work involves so many of 
our sister institutions. 

But the Getty’s commitment to the arts 
extends far beyond our hometown. The 
Getty is an international institution with 
many projects all around the world, including 
areas where the world’s cultural legacy 
is endangered or insufficiently known or 
understood. As I look ahead over the next 
five years, I see five areas where the Getty 
will focus our resources here at home and 
internationally.  

First, we will further develop the culture of 
collaboration among our four exceptional 
programs. In this report you will learn about 
some of the ways in which the Conservation 
Institute, Foundation, Museum and 
Research Institute currently work together to 
accomplish more than each program could 
alone. We expect these collaborations to 
grow in the future, always with an eye to  
how we can help preserve and encourage 
greater understanding of our collective 
cultural heritage. 

Second, the Getty will continue to build its 
collections. This past year the Museum has 
made a number of significant acquisitions, 
including paintings by Manet and Watteau, 
and photographs by Herb Ritts and Ed 
Ruscha. Likewise, the Getty Research 
Institute has continued to build its special 
collections, with acquisitions of the Man Ray 
archive and a rare portfolio of 18th-century 
Chinese engravings, a printing technique 
then only introduced into China by European 
artists favored by the Qianlong emperor.   

Third, the Villa is home to one of the world’s 
leading collections of antiquities. We plan 
to develop the Villa further as a center for 
scholarship and research of the ancient 
world. I am delighted that Dr. Timothy Potts 
has joined the Getty as director of the 
Museum. An archaeologist by training and 
a scholar of the ancient Near East, Tim 
came to us from the Fitzwilliam Museum 
at Cambridge University and will be an 
important voice in the development of this 
Trust-wide initiative.

Fourth, the Getty will continue to take 
a leadership role in the use of digital 
technology. This report details the Research 
Institute’s groundbreaking Getty Research 
Portal™ which will have a transformative 
impact on research. In addition, you will 
read in this report about the Foundation’s 
leadership in the development of its 
Online Scholarly Cataloguing Initiative; the 
Conservation Institute’s development of the 
Middle Eastern Geodatabase for Antiquities 
(MEGA), which aids heritage professionals 
in managing and monitoring archaeological 
sites; and the Museum’s collaboration 
with Google on the Google Art Project and 
Google Goggles, which allow unprecedented 
online access to the Museum’s collections 
worldwide. Now we must expand our efforts 
into the Digital Humanities, an area of 
research at the intersection of computing 
and the humanities, methodological by 
nature and interdisciplinary in scope. 

Finally, with the realization that in order 
to maintain and expand our ambitious 
worldwide work the Getty will need to 
supplement its resources, we welcomed 
Tim Child as Vice President of Institutional 
Advancement. Tim already has begun to  
build support for our work locally and around 
the world.

In the year ahead, we will celebrate the 
Trust’s and the Museum’s 60th anniversary.  
The Conservation Institute, Foundation, and 
Research Institute are all turning 30. And the 
Getty Center will be 15 years old. The Getty 
is a young institution, and while a great deal 
has been accomplished, its true promise is 
yet to be realized. And that is exciting. The 
prospects for the Getty have never been 
brighter. And I am thrilled to be working 
with such great colleagues in pursuit of 
our mission to present, preserve, research, 
and disseminate new knowledge about the 
world’s artistic legacy. 

James Cuno,  
President and CEO, 
J. Paul Getty Trust



The Getty Conservation Institute (GCI) 
pursues preservation of cultural heritage 
internationally by focusing on the 
advancement of conservation practice. 
Innovation, collaboration, exploration, and 
exchange are hallmarks of our work. We 
seek to develop model strategies and 
practical approaches for the conservation 
of both collections and built heritage, 
and to create and deliver knowledge that 
benefits conservation professionals and 
organizations. The strength of the Institute 
in carrying out this work lies with its staff 
whose skill, experience, and expertise 
have made them leaders in the field. Their 
dedication and passion for the work that 
they do makes possible the GCI’s many 
accomplishments outlined in these pages. 
Their engagement forms the foundation of 
the Institute’s reach and impact.

National recognition of the Institute’s 
work and staff came in November 2011 
in Washington, D.C., when the GCI 
was acknowledged for its international 
conservation efforts by the U.S. National 
Committee of the International Council on 
Monuments and Sites (US/ICOMOS) which 
honored the GCI with its 2011 US/ICOMOS 
Ann Webster Smith Award for International 
Heritage Achievement. The award recognizes 
extraordinary and sustained achievement 
in making the United States “a respected 
partner and trustworthy pillar to support 
the conservation of cultural heritage in all 
corners of the world.”

This report highlights major GCI activities 
carried out in education, field projects, 
science, and research resources and 
dissemination during the 2012 fiscal  
year (FY12).

Education

The GCI Education department engages 
in strategic education initiatives in order 
to advance development of professionals 
working in conservation. 

Until recently the importance of the vast 
corpus of photographic materials in Middle 
Eastern institutions was not generally 
recognized, and few provisions were made 
for their preservation. As part of the Middle 
East Photograph Preservation Initiative 
(MEPPI)—an initiative designed to enhance 
preservation of photograph collections in the 
region, organized by the GCI, the Arab Image 
Foundation, the Metropolitan Museum of 
Art, and the Art Conservation Department 
of the University of Delaware (with Mellon 
Foundation support)—the GCI and its 
partners held an eight-day workshop at the 
American University of Beirut in November 
2011 (followed by eight months of practical 
work that participants carried out at their 
own institutions). This was the first of three 
courses to train Middle Eastern professionals 
caring for photographic collections, part 
of GCI efforts to advance photograph 
collections preservation through training.

Getty Conservation Institute

Timothy P. Whalen, Director

The Getty Conservation Institute works to advance conservation practice in 
the visual arts, broadly interpreted to include objects, collections, architecture, 
and sites. It serves the conservation community through scientific research, 
education and training, model field projects, and the broad dissemination of 
the results of both its own work and the work of others in the field. In all its 
endeavors, the Conservation Institute focuses on the creation and dissemination 
of knowledge that will benefit the professionals and organizations responsible 
for the conservation of the world’s cultural heritage. 

Cave 85 at the Mogao Grottoes 
in China with its new viewing 
platform, information panels, 
and lighting, designed by the 
GCI and the Dunhuang Academy 
to enhance visitor experience. 
Photo: Lori Wong. © J. Paul 
Getty Trust
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Getty Conservation Institute

To bolster the skills of professionals engaged 
in the conservation and management of 
built heritage in the Southeast Asia region, 
the GCI, in collaboration with Badan Warisan 
(Heritage of Malaysia Trust) and Think City 
(part of Malaysia’s Ministry of Finance), held 
a two-week workshop in May 2012 in the 
World Heritage city of Penang, titled “Urban 
Conservation Planning in Malaysia.” Twenty 
Malaysian urban planners were trained in the 
latest methodologies for urban conservation; 
they are now using these methods in their 
normal planning work with mentoring by 
course instructors that will continue through 
2012. Ultimately, the workshop’s didactic 
materials will be available online so they 
can be used by academic institutions and 
conservation professionals both within and 
beyond Malaysia.

The Mediterranean Basin is extraordinarily 
rich in mosaic pavements from antiquity 
but their preservation poses tremendous 
challenges. In December 2011, as part of 
MOSAIKON—an initiative on conservation 
of mosaics in the Mediterranean region 
organized by the GCI, the Getty Foundation, 
the International Centre for the Study of the 
Preservation and Restoration of Cultural 
Property (ICCROM), and the International 
Committee for the Conservation of Mosaics 
(ICCM)—GCI and Getty Foundation staff, 
along with consultants, visited three 
universities in Lebanon and one in Malta in 
conjunction with a survey that is currently 
assessing university-level conservation 
programs in the Mediterranean area. The 
survey will be used to identify possible 
partnerships that can leverage opportunities 

for conservation education in the region. An 
example of such a partnership can be found 
in the MOSAIKON-created regional course, 
“Conservation and Management of Mosaics 
at Archaeological Sites,” which concluded in 
September 2011. The course—which began 
with a May 2010 workshop in Lebanon, 
followed by a mentoring phase as trainees 
developed and implemented projects at their 
home sites with guidance from instructors—
ended with a workshop at the ICCROM 
offices in Rome and included activities at the 
site of Herculaneum. Fourteen participants 
from Egypt, Tunisia, Morocco, Syria, and 
Lebanon participated. 

In recent years, the GCI has organized 
several workshops on the cleaning of 
acrylic painted surfaces that presented 
to conservation practitioners the results 
of scientific research on this subject 
undertaken by the GCI and other institutions. 
Given the success of these workshops, 
GCI Education engaged in planning for the 
expansion of its Research Into Practice 
Initiative, which seeks to bring new research 
advances to the field through training 
workshops and colloquia. Future workshops 
will include the characterization of lacquers 
and contemporary art in Latin America, 
among others.

Field Projects

The GCI Field Projects department, in 
collaboration with international partners, 
undertakes model projects that incorporate 
research, planning, and education designed 
to advance conservation practice.

In March 2012, the GCI launched its 
Conserving Modern Architecture Initiative 
(CMAI) with a public event at the Getty 
Center, attended by members of the Los 
Angeles preservation community. The goal 
of the CMAI is to advance the practice 
of conserving 20th-century heritage, with 
a focus on modern architecture, through 
research and investigation, the development 
of practical conservation solutions, and 
the creation and distribution of information 
through training programs and publications. 
Despite increased recognition of modern 
architecture’s cultural significance, there is a 
lack of practical knowledge that addresses 

its many complex conservation challenges. 
The CMAI will work with international and 
local partners, including professional and 
organizational networks focused on modern 
architecture conservation, to expand the 
existing knowledge base. The CMAI’s first 
major project, announced at the March event, 
is a partnership with the Eames Foundation 
to conserve the 1949 Los Angeles home 
designed by Charles and Ray Eames—an 
iconic work of modern architecture. The 
GCI is working with the Eames Foundation 
to understand and assess the current 
condition of the house, its contents, and 
setting, and to assist in the development of 
a long-term conservation management plan; 
development of the plan is being supported 
by the GCI Council. 

The strength of the Institute lies with its staff whose  
skill, experience, and expertise have made them leaders  
in the field. 

Participants in the Urban 
Conservation Planning in 
Malaysia workshop, held  
May 2012 in Penang. Photo: 
Jeff Cody. © J. Paul Getty Trust

Getty Trust President and CEO 
James Cuno (center right) and 
GCI Director Tim Whalen (center 
left), with Lucia Dewey Atwood 
(far left) and Eames Demetrios 
(far right), board members of 
the Eames Foundation, at the 
Eames House. Photo: Susan 
Macdonald. © J. Paul Getty 
Trust

GCI research lab associate  
Art Kaplan with mineral 
specimens from the Institute’s 
Reference Collection, which 
houses more than 13,000 
samples of different types 
of materials. Photo: Scott S. 
Warren. © J. Paul Getty Trust
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During February 2012, the GCI team working 
on the seismic stabilization of historic 
earthen buildings project—a part of the 
Institute’s Earthen Architecture Initiative—
traveled to Peru to initiate the designing of 
seismic retrofit measures for Ica Cathedral, 
an 18th-century building damaged in a 2007 
earthquake. Earthen buildings are extremely 
vulnerable to earthquakes and subject 
to collapse during a seismic event. The 
cathedral is one of four archetypal earthen 
structures in Peru selected for analysis, 
research, and retrofitting, as part of an 
effort to develop low-tech seismic retrofitting 
techniques. The GCI is collaborating with the 
Diocese of Ica and the Peruvian Ministry of 
Culture on the design and implementation of 
retrofitting at the cathedral.

The GCI began assisting local authorities 
in addressing the challenges involved in 
conserving the historic earthen settlement 
of Taourirt, Ouarzazate, in Morocco. In 
May and June 2012, the project—which 
aims to develop a model for integrated 
conservation and rehabilitation of a 
traditional urban settlement embedded in 
a modern city—carried out documentation 
through an architectural survey and 
photogrametric recording of an area of the 
kasbah considered for rehabilitation. This 
included training of personnel of CERKAS 
(Centre de Conservation et de Réhabilation 
du Patrimoine Architectural des zones 
atlasiques et subatlasiques) in appropriate 
methods and techniques. 

Despite disruptions and postponement 
of implementation due to the political 

situation in Egypt, the GCI’s Valley of the 
Queens project advanced. The project 
seeks to enhance conservation and site 
management in the Luxor region through 
comprehensive planning for the Valley, to be 
jointly implemented with Egypt’s Supreme 
Council of Antiquities. During FY12, tender 
documents for flood control, architecture, 
and engineering interventions to the site 
were reissued to incorporate amendments 
and costs were re-estimated for purposes 
of fund raising in the absence of funding 
by the Egyptian government; designs for 
presentation of the open tombs were 
completed for GCI review; and planning 
for conservation of the Roman and Coptic 
remains of the Dier el-Rumi site continued.

Two field campaigns were conducted as part 
of the Bulla Regia Model Field Project—one 
in September–October 2011 and the second 
in June 2012. The campaigns focused 
on development and implementation of a 
rapid survey of the site’s approximately 
300 exposed in situ mosaics. The survey’s 
results will form the basis of a site 
conservation plan. The project’s other main 
component is the holistic conservation 
treatment of several significant houses 
at the site. GCI-trained conservation 
technicians are carrying out most of this 
work, which is in partnership with World 
Monuments Fund and Tunisian authorities. 
The work at Bulla Regia—supported in 
part by the GCI Council—is designed to 
serve as a model for the conservation and 
management of similar sites that contain 
large numbers of mosaic pavements.

During May 2012, GCI work continued in 
the Casa del Bicentenario, an important 
villa at the Roman site of Herculaneum. 
This GCI project—a collaboration with 
the Soprintendenza Speciale per i Beni 
Archeologici di Napoli e Pompeii and 
the Herculaneum Conservation Project, 
and supported by the GCI Council—
combines scientific research and field 
practice to gain a better understanding 
of conservation issues related to wall 
paintings at Herculaneum. It is intended to 
serve as an example of a methodological 
approach for the conservation of similar 
wall paintings and decorated architectural 
surfaces at Herculaneum and other Roman 
archaeological sites. In the May campaign, 
the team completed diagnostic investigation 
and conducted condition recording and 
treatment trials on wall paintings exhibiting 
flaking paint. 

The Institute’s collaboration with the City 
of Los Angeles on the conservation of 
the David Alfaro Siqueiros mural, América 
Tropical on Olvera Street in downtown Los 
Angeles progressed in spring 2012 with 
installation of the shelter for the mural 
and continuing construction of a public 
viewing platform and interpretive center. 
Final conservation of the mural by a GCI 
team was carried out during summer 2012, 
prior to the autumn opening of the mural 
where it is once again possible to view the 
only remaining public mural in Los Angeles 
painted by one of the great figures of 
20th-century Mexican art. The project has 
benefited from generous support by the 
Friends of Heritage Preservation.

Science

The GCI Science department seeks to 
advance conservation’s research agenda in 
collections and built heritage by addressing 
unsolved problems, understanding the 
deterioration of materials, and developing 
analytical methodologies. 

On September 16, 2012, From Start to 
Finish, organized by the GCI, was the first 
of the Pacific Standard Time exhibitions to 
open at the Getty Center. The exhibition grew 
out of the GCI’s Modern and Contemporary 
Art Research Initiative, which examines 
conservation issues related to modern 
paints, plastics, and outdoor painted 
surfaces. The exhibition featured Gray 
Column, a monumental polyester resin slab 
12 feet high and 8 feet wide—one of the 
largest sculptures artist De Wain Valentine 
ever cast. The exhibition told how this 
extraordinary piece was made and featured 
preparatory materials, videos documenting 
the fabrication process, and interviews 
with the artist. It provided an opportunity to 
illuminate for the public some of the practical 
and ethical issues linked to the conservation 
of modern works. 

A main activity of the GCI’s Preservation of 
Plastics project (a component of the Modern 
and Contemporary Art Research Initiative) 

Getty Conservation Institute

GCI staff Emily MacDonald-Korth 
and Leslie Rainer carrying 
out documentation of the wall 
paintings in the Tablinum of 
the Casa del Bicentenario in 
Herculaneum. Photo: Scott S. 
Warren. © J. Paul Getty Trust

De Wain Valentine’s Gray 
Column (1975-1976), cast from 
polyester resin, installed at the 
J. Paul Getty Museum for the 
GCI exhibition From Start to 
Finish: De Wain Valentine’s Gray 
Column. (September 13, 2011 
to March 11, 2012)
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was participation in the international project 
POPART (Preservation of Plastic Artefacts 
in Museum Collections). In December 
2011, the GCI hosted the penultimate 
meeting of POPART where project partners 
presented progress on their research, and 
plans were finalized for the culminating 
POPART conference—held in Paris in March 
2012—and for a publication outlining project 
research. At the Paris conference itself, the 
GCI presented its work on improving methods 
for the analysis of plastics and its research 
on the aging behavior of cellulose acetate. 
The collective research produced by POPART 
will aid in the development of strategies that 
improve the preservation and maintenance of 
objects in collections made from plastics.

In June 2012, the GCI organized an experts 
meeting on outdoor painted sculpture 
as part of its Modern and Contemporary 
Art Research Initiative. Supported by the 
GCI Council, the meeting (held at the 
Metropolitan Museum in New York) included 
conservators, representatives from key 
artists’ estates and/or foundations, and 
professionals from the industrial paint 
industry. The meeting addressed outdoor 
painted sculpture conservation, and 
assessed whether developing a protocol 
for documenting original paint surfaces 
and producing foundation-approved colors 
would be beneficial. Insights gained from the 
gathering will guide GCI work in tackling the 
complex conservation issues associated with 
these works of art.

During FY12, scientists in the Institute’s 
Collections Research Laboratory—in 
conjunction with the J. Paul Getty Museum 
exhibition, Florence at the Dawn of the 
Renaissance—continued work on a research 
project examining the methods and material 
use of 14th-century Florentine panel painters 
and manuscript illuminators, with a special 
focus on the artist Pacino di Bonaguida. Data 
analysis was completed for studies on works 
of art from collections around the world. 
Importantly, the results from all analytical 
data taken over four years—representing 
the study of over 30 works of art—were 
synthesized for publication. Additionally, GCI 
scientists collaborated with the Museum to 
develop didactic material to be included in 
the exhibition itself, in which conservation 
issues are highlighted in a dedicated gallery. 

As part of the Characterization of Asian 
and European Lacquers project, small 
samples from lacquered objects in important 
collections were studied using a pyrolysis-gas 
chromatography/mass spectrometry protocol 
developed at the GCI. Samples came from a 
paneled room in the Schoenbrunn Palace in 
Vienna, a Han dynasty tomb from Changsha 
in Hunan, and 20th-century Vietnamese 
paintings made with lacquer binding media.  
In addition, preparations began for an October 
2012 GCI workshop designed to teach the 
protocol to scientists and conservators 
from institutions around the world. Scientific 
analysis of lacquers provide conservators 
with vital information about their composition 
and condition, aiding in the development of 
appropriate conservation treatments.

In conjunction with the Museum Lighting 
Research project, GCI scientists have 
utilized microfadeometry, a technique that 
uses a tiny spot of intense light as a probe 
to measure color changes in individual 
objects of art that are sensitive to light 
exposure. During FY12, a scientific study of 
light deterioration on feathers—important 
research for anthropological, ethnographic, 
and fine art collections—was concluded. 
A major improvement in this research was 
achieved by miniaturizing and making the 
microfadeometer portable, thus allowing 
for in-situ measurements. A description of 
the instrument, tables of performance data, 
and instructions on assembling a portable 
microfadeometer will be published in the 
coming fiscal year.

Research Resources and Dissemination 

An important component of the GCI’s 
mission is to increase the resources 
available to conservation professionals, and 
to disseminate information regarding the 
Institute’s work.

The GCI completed phase one of a major 
redesign of its web pages, which simplified site 
navigation and added a vastly improved search 
capability. The new navigation better reflects 
Institute work in built heritage, collections, 
and conservation education, and visitors can 
now search the site according to core areas 
of work. These changes enhanced the value 
of the site as a portal for the conservation 
profession (the GCI’s primary audience) by 
increasing accessibility to descriptions and 
videos of GCI projects; free PDF publications 

and links to purchase GCI books; teaching and 
learning resources developed for GCI courses; 
GCI newsletters; lecture and conference 
videos; and other resources, including AATA 
Online and project bibliographies.

An extensive upgrade was completed for 
AATA Online (aata.getty.edu) in February 
2012. AATA Online—a key resource 
for the conservation field—is the GCI’s 
comprehensive database of over 117,000 
abstracts of literature related to the 
preservation and conservation of material 
cultural heritage. While the user interface 
is similar to the previous version, many 
improvements to functionality were made, 
including faster searching; access to special 
features without a login; easier-to-use 
consolidated search screens; greater ability 
to refine searches; and easier customization 
of results. 

Also in spring 2012, the GCI launched 
its own YouTube channel (youtube.com/
gettyconservation). The channel—which 
features videos of GCI projects, lectures, 
and conferences—offers another venue for 
disseminating information about the work of 
the Institute.

Getty Conservation Institute

Participants in a GCI-organized 
focus meeting on 20th-century 
outdoor painted sculpture 
visiting Governors Island in New 
York. Sculpture: Mark di Suvero, 
Chonk On, 2000. Courtesy of 
the artist and Spacetime CC. 
Photo: Gary Mattison. © J. Paul 
Getty Trust

GCI postdoctoral fellow Andrew 
Lerwill working with the GCI’s 
Museum Lighting group on the 
photochemistry of museum 
colorants. Photo: Scott S. 
Warren. © J. Paul Getty Trust  

GCI assistant scientist  
Lynn Lee examining a 
bronze sculpture in the 
Institute’s Collections 
Research Laboratory.  
Photo: Scott S. Warren.  
© J. Paul Getty Trust 
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From the launch of Pacific Standard Time: 
Art in L.A. 1945–1980 to the release of 
the Online Scholarly Catalogue Initiative 
interim report to the 20th anniversary of 
the celebrated Multicultural Undergraduate 
Internship program, the Getty Foundation 
reached important milestones in the 
year under review. The Foundation moved 
forward in each of our strategic initiatives, 
awarding key grants locally, nationally, and 
internationally, while continuing to encourage 
collaboration among organizations and 
individuals working in the arts.

Pacific Standard Time:  
Art in L.A. 1945–1980

Pacific Standard Time: Art in L.A. 1945–
1980, an unprecedented collaboration 
of organizations all across Southern 
California, concluded in Spring 2012 after 
an exhilarating six months of more than 
60 exhibitions at museums throughout 
the region, over 100 gallery shows, a 
Performance and Public Art Festival, and 
dozens of other public programs and 
activities. Supported by a 10-year series of 
grants from the Getty Foundation, Pacific 
Standard Time accomplished its original 
goals, rescuing the endangered history of art 
in Los Angeles in the postwar decades, and 
sharing its stories with the public.  

Pacific Standard Time leaves a strong legacy 
for the future in the form of over 40 books 
and catalogues, accessible archives, and a 
wider awareness of the role played by Los 
Angeles artists in the history of modern art. 
In addition, the initiative had a significant 

economic impact on Southern California 
according to a report prepared by the Los 
Angeles County Economic Development 
Corporation. Data gathered during Pacific 
Standard Time will also serve as a baseline 
for future studies on the economic impact of 
the arts.

As we look toward the future, Pacific 
Standard Time partners are exploring various 
topics that may serve as the basis for 
another large regional collaboration several 
years from now. Meanwhile, to keep the 
collaborative momentum going, there will be 
smaller collective programs under the banner 
of Pacific Standard Time Presents.

Getty Foundation

Deborah Marrow, Director

The Getty Foundation fulfills the philanthropic mission of the Getty Trust by 
supporting individuals and institutions committed to advancing the greater 
understanding and preservation of the visual arts in Los Angeles and throughout 
the world. Through strategic grant initiatives, it strengthens art history as a 
global discipline, promotes the interdisciplinary practice of conservation, 
increases access to museum and archival collections, and develops current 
and future leaders in the visual arts. It carries out its work in collaboration 
with the other Getty Programs to ensure that they individually and collectively 
achieve maximum effect. 
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Below. Pacific Standard Time 
opening celebration at the Getty 
Center, October 2, 2011. 

Right. Pacific Standard Time 
publications supported by Getty 
Foundation grants.
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Pacific Standard Time Presents:  
Modern Architecture in L.A.

The first Pacific Standard Time Presents 
initiative is Modern Architecture in L.A., 
which will take place from April through July 
2013 in the greater Los Angeles area. The 
program features 11 exhibitions focused 
on postwar architecture in Los Angeles, 
including Overdrive: L.A. Constructs the Future 
1940–1990 and In Focus: Ed Ruscha at the 
Getty Center. Collectively the exhibitions will 
present works by a wide range of architects, 
from Pritzker Prize winners to lesser-
known figures who have made significant 
contributions to the built environment of 
Southern California. The exhibitions will also 
explore a diverse array of building types, 
from iconic structures such as Disney Hall 
to whimsical coffee shops and ambitious 
freeway networks.

In FY12, the Foundation awarded research 
grants for exhibitions at the partner 
museums, along with the first exhibition 
grants. The Foundation also began working 
with the participating museums and select 
institutions in the Los Angeles area to 
develop a four-week “Architecture Month” 
of concentrated programming to accompany 
the exhibitions. 

Online Scholarly Catalogue Initiative

The Foundation’s Online Scholarly Catalogue 
Initiative (OSCI) is a partnership of nine 
organizations—the Art Institute of Chicago, 
the Freer and Sackler Galleries, the J. 
Paul Getty Museum, LACMA, the National 
Gallery of Art, San Francisco Museum 

of Modern Art, the Seattle Art Museum, 
Tate, and the Walker Art Center—who are 
working together to create models for online 
publishing for museums. With the initiative’s 
planning phase nearing completion, the 
Foundation released an OSCI interim report 
in 2012 to meet a growing interest from 
other museums. Titled Moving Museum 
Catalogues Online, the report underscores 
the opportunities and challenges of digital 
publishing and highlights lessons learned 
during the initiative’s planning phase by 
the OSCI partner museums. The report is 
available online (www.getty.edu/foundation) 
and includes advice and inside perspectives 
from OSCI team members. 

The year under review also included the 
release of Tate’s completed online catalogue 
(www.tate.org.uk/research) and a test 
version of the Art Institute’s online catalogue 
(publications.artic.edu). The Art Institute’s 
project was developed in partnership with 
technology consultant Indianapolis Museum 
of Art (IMA) Lab, which has also begun an 
additional Getty-funded project to transform 
the Chicago/IMA model into an open source 
“toolkit” that will benefit not only the OSCI 
partners but the larger museum community. 
Several more catalogues are expected to 
reach completion in the year ahead, with the 
remaining publications slated to go live in 
2014.

Panel Paintings Initiative

Paintings on wooden panel are among 
the world’s most significant and beautiful 
artworks, and the Getty’s Panel Paintings 
Initiative is an effort to ensure their 

Tate’s OSCI catalogue displayed on 
a smartphone. Work pictured: Leeds 
Market, Harold Gilman, c. 1913. Oil 
paint on canvas, 508 x 610 mm.  
Inscribed by the artist ‘H. Gilman’ 
bottom right. Presented by the Very 
Reverend E. Milner White 1927. Tate 
No4237. Photo © Tate

Pacific Standard Time Presents: Modern Architecture in L.A. 
will feature a wide range of architects, from Pritzker Prize 
winners to lesser known figures who have made significant 
contributions to the built environment of Southern California.
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Beehive office building, Eric 
Owen Moss, 1994–2001, 
Culver City, California.  
© Tom Bonner Photography



MOSAIKON

MOSAIKON—a five-year conservation 
initiative in partnership with the Getty 
Conservation Institute, the International 
Center for the Study and the Preservation 
and Restoration of Cultural Property 
(ICCROM) in Rome and the International 
Committee for the Conservation of 
Mosaics (ICCM)—is improving the care 
and preservation of mosaic pavements of 
classical antiquity in museums and in situ in 
the Middle East and North Africa. 

The first two years of this effort have 
focused on training, and several grant-funded 
projects have aimed at increasing regional 
expertise. Despite turbulence in the region, 
the MOSAIKON partners have found creative 
solutions and moved courses to other 

locations as necessary. A Foundation grant 
to the Centro di Conservazione Archaeologica 
(CCA) in Italy to hold mosaic technician 
training in Syria was successfully relocated to 
its headquarters outside of Rome, where the 
Syrian professionals completed two intensive 
training modules over the past year. Likewise 
a grant to MOSAIKON partner ICCROM to 
offer additional training in Syria for regional 
museum professionals instead took place 
at the Jordan Museum in Amman, where 
trainees organized a culminating exhibition 
on the care of mosaics. Progress has also 
been made on developing new projects, 
such as a technician training program with 
museums in Algeria supported by a grant to 
CICRP Belle de Mai—the Centre Interrégional 
de Conservation et Restauration du Patrimoine 
based in Southern France. 

Getty Foundation

preservation in the future by training the 
next generation of conservators before the 
current generation retires. This year the 
Foundation reached a milestone for the 
program, with the entire pool of conservators 
originally identified by the initiative’s advisory 
committee as ideal participants now 
engaged in sustained training with leading 
international conservators. 

The new grants awarded in 2012 included 
the Kunsthistorisches Museum in Vienna, 
which will offer training to postgraduate and 
mid-career conservators through a condition 
assessment of six of its renowned panel 
paintings by Pieter Brueghel the Elder. 
Another project hosted by the Courtauld 
Institute in London will focus on panels by 
Gerino da Pistoia and Sandro Botticelli, while 
conservators at the Jan Matejko Academy 
of Fine Arts in Poland and the Staatliche 
Kunstsammlungen Dresden in Germany 
will offer training for Eastern European 
professionals, one of the priorities of the 
Panel Paintings Initiative. Other residencies 
are already underway in New York, London, 
Brussels, Madrid, and Florence.

This year also saw the launch of Closer to 
Van Eyck: Rediscovering the Ghent Altarpiece, 
an interactive website in which one can zoom 
into over 100 billion pixels of Hubert and Jan 
van Eyck’s Mystic Lamb. Also known as the 
Ghent Altarpiece, this masterpiece received 

in-depth examination, documentation, and 
emergency stabilization through the support 
of several Foundation grants. In addition 
the project afforded training opportunities 
for conservators at all levels through the 
complex investigation of an artwork of the 
highest historical significance and quality.

Hunters in the Snow, 1565, 
Pieter Brueghel the Elder. Oil 
on panel. © Kunsthistorisches 
Museum, Vienna

Syrian conservators and 
the conserved mosaic of 
“Quadraro” at the end of the 
MOSAIKON training course held 
at the Convento di San Nicola, 
CCA’s headquarters. Photo: 
CCA-Roma

Participants in ICCROM’s 
MOSAIKON training course visit 
Madaba Archaeological Museum 
 in Jordan. Photo: ICCROM
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High resolution detail of the Ghent 
Altarpiece (left) and infrared image 
revealing the underdrawing (right) 
from the website Closer to Van 
Eyck: Rediscovering the Ghent 
Altarpiece.
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Connecting Art Histories

Since 2009 the Getty Foundation’s 
Connecting Art Histories initiative has been 
strengthening art history in regions of the 
world where the discipline is still emerging or 
where its development has been interrupted. 
Just as the field has increasingly recognized 
the complex global networks inherent to the 
art world from ancient times to the present, 
so too has the Foundation addressed the 
corresponding need to foster meaningful 
intellectual exchange across national and 
regional borders. Our primary pathways of 
support have been visiting professorships 
and intensive research seminars, with a 
particular focus on projects in Latin America 
and the Mediterranean: two areas of long-
standing interest for the Getty where there is 
institutional capacity for partnerships. 

The year under review has been especially 
busy for projects centered in Latin America. 
Currently the Foundation has five active 
Connecting Art Histories grant projects tied 
to this region that are mobilizing scholarly 
networks across more than a dozen 
countries. Two of these projects—one based 
at the Fundacion Art Nexus in Colombia 
focused on Latin American avant-garde art 
in the 1920s and 1970s; the other based 
at the Universidad Nacional in San Martín, 
Argentina focused on art and materiality 
in the Viceregal (16th through the 18th 
centuries) period—are bringing scholars to 
the Getty to consult with local expertise and 
research important holdings here and at 
other nearby cultural institutions. In addition, 
two new grants awarded this year to the 

Universidade do Estado do Rio de Janeiro 
in Brazil and the University of Texas, Austin 
for visiting professorships and research 
seminars will widen the circle of scholarly 
exchanges already taking place. 

The Foundation also has an active 
Connecting Art Histories grant in progress 
at the Jawaharlal Nehru University in New 
Delhi, and is exploring the possibility of other 
projects in India. Finally, the Foundation has 
begun investigating other areas of future 
focus, such as Southeast Asia through a 
planning grant to scholars at the University 
of Sydney to assess the history of modern 
and contemporary art in this region. 

Professional Development

Through its ongoing support of professional 
development opportunities for individuals 
working in art history and conservation 
around the world, the Foundation seeks 
projects that serve the fields in which the 
Getty works. One such opportunity arose 
with a training program for cultural heritage 
professionals at the Iraqi Institute for the 
Conservation of Antiquities and Heritage in 
Erbil. Supported by a Foundation grant to 
the University of Delaware, whose renowned 
Department of Art Conservation staff are 
leading the training effort, the Iraqi program 
builds on the Getty’s commitment to heritage 
preservation in the region through the GCI’s 
MEGA programs. 

Closer to home the Foundation’s Multicultural 
Undergraduate Internship program celebrated 
its 20th anniversary in 2012, bringing the 
total number of internships to 2,700 at 150 

organizations across Los Angeles County. 
It is rewarding to see how many former 
interns are now successfully pursuing 
careers in museums and the visual arts. The 
Foundation also renewed its support of the 
Getty Leadership Institute (GLI) at Claremont 
Graduate University (CGU) with a three-year 
grant. In addition to supporting the program’s 
continued operation, the grant will include a 
re-envisioning of the GLI’s activities to ensure 
that it remains at the forefront of developing 
innovative leadership programs for art 
museum professionals.

Looking Ahead

The development of new grant initiatives, in 
collaboration with colleagues at the other 
Getty programs in our fields, will be a key 
priority in the year ahead. This includes 
successor programs to Pacific Standard 
Time, as well as a new program to support 
innovative art historical scholarship in the 
digital age. The Foundation also expects to 
bring together grantees in several initiatives, 
including OSCI and Connecting Art Histories, 
in order to amplify the learning already taking 
place with individual projects, share results 
with larger professional circles, and assess 
the need for mid-course corrections.

 

Scholars from the Universidad 
Nacional de San Martín 
research team visit the Getty 
and study Martín de Murúa’s 
Historia general de Peru, 1616, 
an illustrated chronicle of Peru. 
(The J. Paul Getty Museum, Ms. 
Ludwig XIII 16)

Multicultural Undergraduate 
Internship alum Edgar Garcia is 
now Preservation Planner in the 
City of Los Angeles’ Office of 
Historic Resources.

The 2012 Multicultural 
Undergraduate Interns visit  
the Getty Center.
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James Cuno  
President and CEO, J. Paul Getty Trust
Acting Director, J. Paul Getty Museum  
(February 2–September 1, 2012)

Pacific Standard Time: Art in L.A. 1945–
1980, an initiative that involved all four of 
the Getty’s programs, was realized to great 
fanfare this year. More than 60 cultural 
institutions around Southern California 
took part in this monumental and historical 
collaboration, which produced exhibitions 
that were on view from fall 2011 through 
spring 2012. Along with the accompanying 
publications, the Pacific Standard Time 
initiative and the efforts created as a result 
will have an impact on art-historical dialogues 
for decades to come.

At the Getty Museum, three ambitious 
exhibitions were presented as part of Pacific 
Standard Time: Crosscurrents in L.A. Painting 
and Sculpture, 1950–1970 curated by the 
Getty Research Institute: From Start to Finish: 
De Wain Valentine’s Gray Column curated 
by the Getty Conservation Institute; and 
In Focus: Los Angeles 1945–1980. These 
exhibitions featured works of art that made 
the case for Southern California as an 
important national and international center 
for contemporary art.

In January 2012, the Museum’s Acting 
Director David Bomford resigned from his 
post to pursue research and writing projects. 
Despite his brief tenure, David left a major 
impact not only on the Museum and its 
collections, but also, with his caring and 
personal warmth, on the staff. He led the 
Museum on a path of stability and great 
productivity. Recently, David assumed a new 
position as director of conservation at the 
Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, and we wish 
him all the best as he returns to his first love: 

the conservation and preservation of works of 
art. We were thrilled to announce in February 
the appointment of Timothy Potts as the 
new director of the J. Paul Getty Museum. 
Tim comes to the Getty from the Fitzwilliam 
Museum at the University of Cambridge. He 
is a scholar of the ancient Near East with a 
broad curiosity about art from antiquity to 
the modern era and is a highly experienced 
museum director, having directed not only 
the Fitzwilliam, but also the Kimbell Art 
Museum in Fort Worth, Texas, and the 
National Gallery of Victoria in Melbourne, 
Australia. Tim brings to the Getty Museum 
intelligence, integrity, a commitment to 
enriching its collections and exhibition 
program, and an understanding of the unique 
quality of the Getty Museum as a colleague 
institution of the J. Paul Getty Trust.

The J. Paul Getty Museum seeks to inspire curiosity about, and enjoyment 
and understanding of, the visual arts by collecting, conserving, exhibiting and 
interpreting works of art of outstanding quality and historical importance. 
To fulfill this mission, the Museum continues to build its collections through 
purchase and gifts, and develops programs of exhibitions, publications, scholarly 
research, public education, and the performing arts that engage our diverse 
local and international audiences. All of these activities are enhanced by the 
uniquely evocative architectural and garden settings provided by the Museum’s 
two renowned venues: the Getty Villa and the Getty Center. 

Above: Entrance to 
Crosscurrents in L.A. Painting 
and Sculpture, 1950–1970.

Right: Portrait of Madame 
Brunet (detail), about 1860–63, 
reworked by 1867, Édouard  
Manet. Oil on canvas.  
The J. Paul Getty Museum
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Pacific Standard Time initiative and the efforts created as 
a result will have an impact on art-historical dialogues for 
decades to come.

J. Paul Getty Museum

This year saw further realization of the 
Getty’s commitment to connect with 
its audiences in the digital realm. We 
collaborated with Google on both their 
expansion of the Google Art Project and 
the introduction of Google Goggles into the 
Museum, two unique initiatives that will 
enrich encounters with works of art within 
and beyond the confines of the Getty.
 
The Collection

Following the previous year’s incredible 
acquisitions, the Museum added a great 
number of important objects to its collection 
this year, furthering our commitment to 
increase the breadth and depth of our 
holdings. Édouard Manet’s Portrait of 
Madame Brunet, one of the French master’s 
earliest paintings, was a major acquisition 
this fiscal year. In the galleries, it joins 
Manet’s painting Rue Mosnier with Flags,  
in addition to other Impressionist works.  
In March, the Department of Paintings also 
added Jean-Antoine Watteau’s The Italian 
Comedians. In this moving painting depicting 
a group of traveling actors, the performance 
has just finished, the laughter has died, and 
the performers are about to start collecting 
money from their spectators. Pierrot, 
standing in the center of the group, is rich 
with psychological complexity and an evident 
inner life. The painting joins other works by 
the artist in our Drawings collection.

The Department of Photographs added to 
its important collection with an acquisition 
of 69 works by the internationally renowned 
Los Angeles photographer Herb Ritts. The 

acquisition comprises a significant body 
of the artist’s work on the West Coast, 
showcasing photographs that blur the 
lines between fashion, celebrity, art, and 
commerce. Many of the works were donated 
to the Getty by the Herb Ritts Foundation. 
The grouping joins the department’s strong 
holdings of images by photographers who 
also explored the possibilities of the  
medium to its fullest: Richard Avedon, 
Robert Mapplethorpe, and Louise Dahl  
Wolfe, among many others, including 14 
works that were also acquired this fiscal  
year by famed fashion photographer Hiro 
(Y. Hiro Wakabayashi). The department also 
added 72 works by Andreas Feininger, the 
son of Bauhaus luminary Lyonel Feininger, 
greatly enhancing our collection of works  
that represent the groundbreaking activity at 
the Bauhaus.

On the heels of Pacific Standard Time, the 
Getty Museum and Getty Research Institute 
jointly acquired over 70 photographs by 
iconic Los Angeles artist Ed Ruscha. The 
works include Twentysix Gasoline Stations, 
Some Los Angeles Apartments, Thirtyfour 
Parking Lots in Los Angeles, and Real Estate 
Opportunities, including important archival 
material that traces Ruscha’s art-making 
methods. These rarely seen photographs, 
along with the archival objects, will go on 
view in spring 2013.

Google Goggles being used in 
the galleries.

Cindy Crawford, Ferre 3, Malibu, 
1993, Herb Ritts. Gelatin silver print. 
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Gift of 
Herb Ritts Foundation. © Herb Ritts 
Foundation

The Italian Comedians, about 
1720, Jean-Antoine Watteau. 
Oil on canvas. The J. Paul Getty 
Museum
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A magnificent and rare double-headed 
female bronze sculpture by Francesco 
Primaticcio was acquired in fall 2011. A nod 
to the ancient sculpture Cesi Juno, Double 
Head is a strong addition to the collection 
that demonstrates the complexity of 
classical references during the Renaissance 
period. It joins three drawings by Primaticcio 
in the Museum’s collection, including a 
preparatory study for the Galerie d’Ulysse  
at Fontainebleau.

The Department of Drawings added to their 
ambitious, growing collection with a sheet 
attributed to Piero del Pollaiuolo, an artist 
active in 13th-century Florence. Portrait of a 
Young Man, Head and Shoulders, Wearing a 
Cap is one of a handful of surviving Italian 
portrait drawings from this early period, when 
a new awareness for the ability to show human 
character led to such full-face depictions. 
With this piece, the collection documents an 
important moment in the Renaissance when 
the independent portrait emerged as a genre 
and gained wide popularity.

The Abbey Bible, an illuminated manuscript 
from Italy that exemplifies the highest 
achievements of the Gothic era, was 
acquired by the Museum’s Department of 
Manuscripts in July. Dating from the mid-
13th century, the book is filled with elaborate 
and lavish illuminations that spill into the 
margins. Its delicately painted figures and 
creative narrative imagery place the Abbey 
Bible among the finest bibles of the period. 
The book joins the Getty’s important holdings 
of Italian illuminations and panel paintings 
from the Middle Ages and Renaissance.

Exhibitions

From the ancient myth of Aphrodite 
represented in marble to contemporary 
photography of female beauty, the exhibitions 
at the Getty Center and Getty Villa ranged over 
many areas of media and content. Aphrodite 
and the Gods of Love, an exhibition organized 
in association with the Museum of Fine 
Arts (MFA), Boston, featured extraordinary 
loans from the MFA’s collections and Italian 
institutions, from large-scale sculpture to 
precious jewelry. It was the first U.S. museum 
exhibition devoted to the goddess and was 
one of the most popular and well-attended 
installations at the Getty Villa.

The Getty Villa also turned its attention 
to modern art with the exhibition Modern 
Antiquity: Picasso, de Chirico, Léger, and 
Picabia in the Presence of the Antique. The 
exhibition is part of a larger program of Villa 
shows that examine how different cultures 
and artists drew inspiration from ancient 
art. Among the wealth of critical praise, 
the Wall Street Journal called the exhibition 
“provocative” and “demanding,” adding that 
the objects “compel us to reconsider . . . 
classicism . . . [as] a living phenomenon that 
demanded modern reinvention.”

At the Getty Center, the collection of three 
Pacific Standard Time-related exhibitions 
offered a dynamic and heterogeneous look 
at art production in the Southern California 
region during a period of explosive activity 
that placed the city on the international 
art map. Crosscurrents in L.A. Painting and 
Sculpture, 1950–1970 brought together 
some of the most iconic works of art in 
the mid- to late 20th century. And from 
monumental works such as Robert Irwin’s 
specially commissioned Black on White in the 
Museum Entrance Hall to iconic photographs 
from the era, the objects on view presented 
an encapsulated, comprehensive look at this 
innovative time in American art.

Gothic Grandeur: Manuscript Illumination, 
1200–1350 and Renaissance Drawings 
from Germany and Switzerland, 1470–1600 
were two exhibitions that complemented 
each other in narrative. Gothic Grandeur 
highlighted an exciting artistic period in the 
Middle Ages with its display of a range of 
books that varied in their unique regional 
styles and experimentations with the design 
of the pages. 

The exhibition also emphasized rarely seen 
illuminations depicting entertainment in the 
Middle Ages, a contrast to representations 
of devotion. Renaissance Drawings picked 
up where Gothic Grandeur left off, offering 
secular subjects, ranging from lovers to 
soldiers and peasants, to functional drawings 

that helped craftspeople and artists create 
three-dimensional objects.

The Center for Photographs played host 
to a number of breathtaking exhibitions, 
including Herb Ritts: L.A. Style and Narrative 
Interventions in Photography. One of our 
most highly attended exhibitions to date, 
Herb Ritts: L.A. Style showcased the artist’s 
most visible and well-known works. Lincoln’s 
generous sponsorship of the exhibition 
resulted in a short documentary featuring 
conversations with Ritts’s subjects and the 
people with whom he collaborated. 

Narrative Interventions in Photography 
featured the work of three artists—Eileen 
Cowin, Carrie Mae Weems, and Simryn Gill—
exploring the relationship between text and 
image and the embedded narratives that 
exist in the visual realm.

A collaboration between the Museum and 
the Getty Conservation Institute that was 
supported by the Museum’s Paintings 
Conservation Council resulted in the 
exhibition Drama and Devotion: Heemskerck’s 
“Ecce Homo” Altarpiece from Warsaw. The 
triptych underwent conservation beginning 
in fall 2010 and resulted in an exhibition 
that opened in FY12 presenting the findings 
from this project, which enhanced our 
understanding of Heemskerck’s materials 
and techniques. After the exhibition closes, 
the triptych will return to its home at the 
National Museum in Warsaw.

Portrait of a Young Man, Head and 
Shoulders, Wearing a Cap, about 
1470, attributed to Piero del 
Pollaiuolo. Pen and brown ink  
over black chalk. The J. Paul  
Getty Museum

Double Head, about 1543, 
attributed to Francesco Primaticcio. 
Bronze. The J. Paul Getty Museum

Installation view of Aphrodite and the Gods of Love.
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Education and Public Programs

Pacific Standard Time informed a diverse 
array of programming by the Education 
Department. The department hosted the 
In Studio program, which took participants 
to the workspaces of some of the most 
important artists from the era covered 
by Pacific Standard Time, including such 
luminaries as John Mason, Ed Moses,  
and Larry Bell.

This year’s project for the Getty Artists 
Program was devised by photographer 
John Divola. Titled Digital Scavenger Hunt, 
Divola’s project encouraged learners ranging 
from second graders to college students to 
capture their Getty Museum experience by 
looking for visual details such as heads with 
hats, skies, or metallic finishes. Their images 
were then collaged together to create large-
scale prints, which were put on view in the 
Museum Entrance Hall to encourage close 
looking and calling into question the notion 
of authorship.

In conjunction with the Museum’s 
Design, Sculpture and Decorative Arts, 
and Collections Information and Access 
Departments, the Education Department 
collaborated on The Life of Art, an installation 
of four objects from the Department of 
Sculpture and Decorative Arts that gives 
insight into the people, places, and cultures 
that define each object. An iPad app 
was produced to support the exhibition, 
offering stunning photography, animations, 
and 360-degree views. The effort won an 
honorable mention from the American 
Association of Museum’s Media and 

Technology Committee and had over 40,000 
downloads in its first six months.

Ushering in the Pacific Standard Time 
Performance and Public Art Festival, the Getty 
commissioned Hirokazu Kosaka to create a 
piece on the Arrival Plaza at the Getty Center, 
titled Kalpa. The performance featured 
Butoh master Oguri, who led a company of 
dancers, and sounds by composer Yuval 
Ron with harmonicist Tetsuya Nakamura. 
The Los Angeles Free Music Society followed 
the performance with a series of duets that 
challenged the meaning of music.

This year’s annual outdoor theater production 
was the drama Trojan Women, reinterpreted 
by Jocelyn Clarke and performed by SITI 
Company under the directorship of Anne 
Bogart. Bob Vernini at Variety summarized 
the production as “essential viewing for 
anyone interested in the conversation 
between timeless texts and modern 
theatrical practice,” and BackStage asserted 
that it is a “production [that] certainly shows 
elegance and years of polish and spotlights 
one stupendous performance.” Trojan 
Women further establishes the Barbara and 
Lawrence Fleischman Theater as the premier 
outdoor theater experience in Los Angeles.

The Ecce Homo altarpiece, 
1544, Martin van Heemskerck. 
Oil on panel. Muzeum Narodwe 
w Warszawie

Kalpa, by Hirokazu Kosaka, 
opened the Pacific Standard 
Time Performance and Public 
Art Festival.

Akiko Aizawa (Kassandra), 
Katherine Crockett (Helen), and 
Makela Spielman (Andromache) 
in Trojan Women.
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Thomas Gaehtgens, Director

Before the World Wide Web, art history 
scholarship was often complicated by 
the inaccessibility of research materials. 
Books, images, and unpublished texts and 
manuscripts were difficult to find, and access 
to these kinds of materials often required 
extensive travel. The onset of the information 
age—often compared to the seismic shift 
that resulted from Gutenberg’s invention 
of movable type—created a sea change 
in the way knowledge is accessed and 
disseminated, research is conducted, and 
results are published. 

The Getty Research Institute (GRI) has been 
part of this digital humanities revolution since 
the mid-1980s through its commitment to the 
development and use of digital technology 
for art-historical research and publication. 
This past year, the GRI partnered with some 
of the world’s premier libraries to develop 
and launch the Getty Research Portal™, an 
unprecedented resource that provides free, 
unrestricted access to digitized art- and 
architectural-history texts in the public domain. 
Unlike other venues that present books 
online, such as Google Books and Google 
Scholar, every link in the Getty Portal leads 
directly to a complete digital copy that is free 
to download. The Portal has the potential to 
profoundly affect how art historians conduct 
and share research by widening the availability 
of rare books, early foundational literature, 
and important periodicals from contributing 
institutions around the world. Initially launched 
with access to 20,000 digitized books, the 
Portal will continue to grow as more institutions 
contribute to the project. A major goal is to 
increase contributions of non-Western material.

To mark the launch of the Portal, the GRI 
hosted a standing-room-only colloquium that 
attracted an international audience. The day 
included presentations by professors and 
scholars who demonstrated how they will 
use the Portal in their teaching and research, 
followed by a panel discussion.

One of the chief barriers to global collaboration 
on research projects is the lack of multilingual 
access to digital resources. For the last 20 
years, the GRI has addressed this challenge 
through the internationally renowned Getty 
vocabulary databases, which have become 
increasingly multilingual and multicultural. 
These electronic thesauri are authoritative 
tools for the documentation of art, 
architecture, and material culture. This past 
year, the GRI published in its Art & Architecture 
Thesaurus (AAT)® new Chinese translations 
of more than 3,000 entries, including 
equivalent terms, alternative transliterations, 
descriptive notes, and bibliographic citations. 
The full Chinese translation of nearly 
32,000 additional AAT records is ongoing, 
in partnership with the Taiwan E-Learning & 
Digital Archives Program (TELDAP).

Another significant barrier to art-historical 
research and collaboration has been the 
expense of visiting other countries to 
consult rare and unpublished materials. 

The Getty Research Institute is dedicated to furthering knowledge and advancing 
understanding of the visual arts and their various histories through its expertise, 
active collecting program, public programs, institutional collaborations, 
exhibitions, publications, digital services, and residential scholars programs. 
Its Research Library and Special Collections of rare materials and digital 
resources serve an international community of scholars and the interested 
public. The Institute’s activities and scholarly resources guide and sustain each 
other and together provide a unique environment for research, critical inquiry, 
and scholarly exchange.

The Getty Research Portal™, 
which launched in May 2012, 
is an online search gateway 
providing global access to 
digitized art history texts in the 
public domain.

Living room of Case Study 
House #22, 1960,  
Pierre Koenig. Photo by  
Julius Shulman (GRI)
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The GRI is using digital technology to create 
virtual “reading rooms” that allow scholars 
from institutions around the world to work 
together without having to spend time and 
money on travel. During this report period, 
the GRI worked on a collaborative project 
with the Kunstbibliothek in Berlin that 
resulted in a virtual reading room of digitized 
materials related to the renowned German 
architect Erich Mendelsohn. Mendelsohn’s 
architectural drawings and office records 
are preserved in the Kunstbibliothek, while 
his personal correspondence and photo 
albums are housed at the GRI. Researchers 
worldwide will now be able to study both 
archives without having to travel to either 
Berlin or Los Angeles.

To further expand global access to its 
materials, the GRI continues to digitize a 
wide range of its Special Collections. Recent 
major digitization projects include more than 
1,000 early works by Robert Mapplethorpe, 
which form a significant portion of the Robert 
Mapplethorpe Archive; 500,000 documents 
and photographs that make up the Duveen 
Brothers Records, one of the mostly highly 
used collections for the study of provenance 
and the art market; and 60,500 photographs 
that document the built environment of Los 
Angeles and Southern California between 
1936 and 1997, selected from the archives 
of photographers Julius Shulman and 
Leonard Nadel. The Shulman and Duveen 
materials are being digitized with the support 
of grants from the National Historical 
Publications and Records Commission, the 
Samuel H. Kress Foundation, and ARTstor. 
Digitization efforts have also focused on 

a collection from the GRI’s massive Photo 
Archive—nearly 70,000 images from 
German-born photographer and scholar Max 
Hutzel’s Foto Arte Minore.

As part of the transition from a mostly 
analog to an increasingly digital institution, 
the GRI is also exploring new possibilities 
for disseminating collections and research 
through electronic publications, digital 
humanities projects, and specially developed 
apps for portable electronic devices.

Acquisitions

During the year under review, the GRI, along 
with the J. Paul Getty Museum, acquired 
photographs and rare archival material 
from artist Ed Ruscha, augmenting its 
special collections on art in Southern 
California. Comprising over one million 
images, hundreds of contact sheets, and 
the complete production archive for Every 
Building on the Sunset Strip, the Streets of 
Los Angeles Archive reveals a systematic  
40-year effort to capture the city’s 
architecture and thoroughfares—including 
Melrose Avenue, Pacific Coast Highway, and 
the iconic Sunset Boulevard—by one of 
L.A.’s leading postwar art figures. In Focus: 
Ed Ruscha, a related exhibition, will run from 
April through September 2013 at the J. Paul 
Getty Museum and feature both iconic  
and previously unpublished images from  
this acquisition.

The Pacific Standard Time initiative spurred 
donations of other significant artworks 
and archives, adding to the GRI’s already 
extensive holdings related to artists active in 

100 Boots Turn the Corner, 1971, 
Eleanor Antin. Eleanor Antin Papers,  
1953–2010 (GRI)
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Untitled, 1968, Robert Mapplethorpe. Robert 
Mapplethorpe Papers and Photographs, 1968–
2009. Gift of the Robert Mapplethorpe Foundation 
to the J. Paul Getty Trust and the Los Angeles 
County Museum of Art. © Robert Mapplethorpe 
Foundation (GRI)

Images of Hollywood Boulevard 
(detail from contact sheet), 
1973, Ed Ruscha. Streets  
of Los Angeles archive.  
© Ed Ruscha (GRI)
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the Southern California region. The papers 
of Eleanor Antin, a pioneer in performance 
art, video art, conceptual art, feminist 
art, and installation art, include extensive 
correspondence and writings; journals and 
sketchbooks; thousands of photos and 
negatives; and master recordings of her 
video, film, and audio works.

Another important acquisition for the GRI this 
report period is perhaps the greatest private 
scholarly library ever assembled on the arts 
and culture of Byzantium and Islam. The Oleg 
Grabar Papers were compiled over nearly a 
century by Oleg Grabar, historian of Islamic 
art and architecture, and his father, the 
eminent Byzantinist André Grabar. The archive 
includes published material, photographs, 
maps, sketches, and other ephemera.

Exhibitions

Prints represent one of the core strengths 
of the GRI’s Special Collections. Recent 
gifts and acquisitions in this area were 
featured in the exhibition The Getty Research 
Institute Collects: Recent Print Acquisitions, 
which ran from April through September 
and included masterpieces in the history 
of printmaking as well as lesser-known 
works with important technical and thematic 
aspects. The selections spanned 400 years 
of printmaking, from the inspired meditations 
on narrative and perspective by Albrecht 
Dürer, one of the foremost old-master 
printmakers, to the modernist experiments 
by avant-garde artists such as Paul Klee at 
the Bauhaus.

Occupying double the space of the Getty’s 
original Pacific Standard Time exhibitions 
in Los Angeles, a reconceived exhibition 
took place at the Martin-Gropius-Bau in 
Berlin from March through June. Pacific 
Standard Time: Kunst in Los Angeles, 
1950–1980 featured newly added works 
such as Sam Francis’ monumental painting 
Berlin Red, more than 50 photographs by 
Julius Shulman, as well as a selection of 
photographs by Dennis Hopper and separate 
galleries devoted to the work of artists Larry 
Bell, Robert Graham, Bruce Nauman, and 
James Turrell. 

Looking Ahead

This year the Getty introduces Pacific Standard 
Time Presents: Modern Architecture in L.A., a 
series of programs and exhibitions that will 
provide a sustained look at Los Angeles’ 
modern architectural heritage and the 
significant contributions L.A. architects have 
made to national and global developments 
in architecture. The initiative’s first project 
is the exhibition Overdrive: L.A. Constructs 
the Future, 1940–1990, opening in April 
2013 and organized by the GRI and the J. 
Paul Getty Museum. Featuring architectural 
drawings, photographs, models, ephemera, 
and digital media, Overdrive will present 
an engaging perspective on Los Angeles’ 
diverse built landscape, from its ambitious 
freeway network, sleek corporate towers, 
and whimsical coffee shops to its popular 
shopping malls, refined steel-and-glass 
residences, and architecturally eclectic 
cultural institutions.

Hoffmaneske Scene 
(Hoffmanesque Scene), 1921, 
Paul Klee. © 2012 Artists 
Rights Society (ARS), New York. 
Digitized 2012 (GRI)

Matthew Ritchie (left), Spring 
2012 artist in residence, 
discusses his work at an open 
studio in June 2012.
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Installation view of  
The Getty Research Institute: 
Recent Print Acquisitions, 
April 7–September 2, 2012, 
Getty Research Institute 
Exhibition Gallery.

City Walls of Harran, 1956–58, 
Oleg Grabar. Oleg Grabar Papers, 
1939–2008. Gift of Prof. Oleg and 
Ms. Terry Grabar (GRI) 
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Projects

The work of the Getty Conservation 
Institute (GCI) is primarily project based. 
The Institute’s projects are grouped below 
under the GCI departmental area leading 
the initiative. Many of these projects entail 
interdepartmental collaboration, and most 
involve close collaboration with a variety of 
local, national, and international partners.

Projects between July 1, 2011 and June 30, 
2012

EDUCATION

Built Heritage in Southeast Asia: 
Conservation Education and Training 
Initiative

This project addresses priorities for 
education and training for conservation 
of built heritage within Southeast Asia. 
In 2012 the GCI delivered a two-week 
workshop, “Urban Conservation Planning 
in Malaysia,” for 15 urban planners 
from throughout Malaysia. Following the 
workshop, participants began a series 
of assignments that are being mentored 
by several of the workshop’s instructors. 
Partners: Badan Warisan Malaysia 
(Heritage of Malaysia Trust); ThinkCity, 
a division of Khazanah Nasional, of 
Malaysia’s Ministry of Finance. 

MOSAIKON 

The primary goal of the MOSAIKON 
Initiative is the enhancement of 
professional capacity in the conservation 
and management of archaeological 
mosaics in the Mediterranean region. 
The initiative is addressing the learning 
needs of site managers, museum 
personnel, and technicians who have 
responsibility for the care and conservation 
of mosaics through a series of strategic 
educational activities. Partners: Getty 
Foundation; ICCROM; International 
Committee for the Conservation of 
Mosaics. Education’s work on this initiative 
includes:

Academic Survey
In December 2012, the GCI and the 
Getty Foundation began the first phase 
of a survey of universities in the 
region to obtain a better idea of the 
strengths and resources of academic 
institutions and to identify programs 
that MOSAIKON could potentially assist 
through the development of curricula, 
didactic materials, and/or direct teaching 
assistance. Institutions visited included: 
Lebanese University, Tripoli; Lebanese 
University, Beirut; University of Malta. 

Preservation of Photographs and 
Photograph Collections 

The goal of this project is to advance the 
field of photograph conservation by building 
the capacity of professionals who care for 
and manage collections. It includes the 
following regional components:

Middle East Photograph Preservation 
Initiative (MEPPI)
In November 2011, the first MEPPI 
workshop was held at the American 
University in Beirut for 18 participants 
from eight countries of the Middle East. 
The workshop was followed by nine 
months of distance mentoring which 
allowed for continued interactions 
between participants and instructors. 
Partners: Art Conservation Department 
at the University of Delaware; Arab Image 
Foundation; Metropolitan Museum of Art, 
New York. 

Advanced Topics in Photograph 
Conservation
This project focuses on the advancement 
of the field of photograph conservation 
in Central, Eastern, and Southern 
Europe. In FY12 the GCI commenced 
preparations for “Advanced Topics in 
Photograph Conservation,” a new series 
of specialized workshops for photograph 
conservators in the region. Partners: 
Croatian State Archives; Academy of Fine 
Arts, Warsaw. 

Research Into Practice Workshops

The purpose of this project is to improve 
conservation practice by disseminating 
current scientific research to conservation 
professionals through a series of courses 
and related activities that draw upon the 
research of the GCI’s Science department. 

Cleaning of Acrylic Painted Surfaces
In FY12 preparations took place for 
the third “Cleaning of Acrylic Painted 
Surfaces” (CAPS) workshop, held at Tate 
Britain in July 2012. Partner: Tate Britain.

Recent Advances in Characterizing 
Asian Lacquer
The GCI launched preparations for a 
series of new workshops titled “Recent 
Advances in the Characterization of 
Asian Lacquers,” which present the GCI’s 
new analytical procedures for lacquer 
objects and encourage dialogue about 
priorities in the study and conservation 
of lacquer. The first workshop was held 
at the Getty Center in October 2012; 
subsequent workshops will take place at 
other venues in the United States and 
Asia in response to strong demand from 
the field.

FIELD PROJECTS

China Principles

The China Principles project is designed 
to maximize adoption of good site 
conservation and management practice 
across China through development, 
application, and dissemination of 
national guidelines for conservation and 
management of cultural heritage sites. 
In FY12 the GCI continued to work with 
the State Administration for Cultural 
Heritage on revisions to Principles for 
the Conservation of Heritage Sites in 
China (China Principles), first promulgated 
and applied in 2000. Partner: State 
Administration of Cultural Heritage  
of China.

Conservation of América Tropical 

The objective of this project is to conserve, 
protect, interpret, and provide public access 
to the mural América Tropical (1932) by 
David Alfaro Siqueiros at El Pueblo de Los 
Angeles Historical Monument in downtown 
Los Angeles. In 2011–12 construction 
was carried out on the shelter, the viewing 
platform, and the interpretive center; final 
phase conservation began, and seismic 
reinforcement of the mural wall was begun. 
Partner: City of Los Angeles.

Getty Conservation Institute
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Los Angeles Historic Resource Survey 
The project aims to develop and support 
a comprehensive historic resources 
survey for the City of Los Angeles as a 
best practice model for the identification 
and survey of historic resources for 
use by government/city authorities. 
The City of Los Angeles finalized the 
results of surveys in five Community 
Plan Areas (Hollywood, West Adams-
Baldwin Hills-Leimert, Sunland-Tujunga, 
South Los Angeles, Southeast Los 
Angeles), completed field surveys for six 
plan areas (West Los Angeles, Palms-
Mar Vista-Del Rey, San Pedro, Harbor 
Gateway, Wilmington-Harbor City, and 
Central City North), and started field 
surveys for four plan areas (Sherman 
Oaks-Studio City-Toluca Lake-Cahuenga 
Pass, North Hollywood-Valley Village, 
Encino-Tarzana, and Canoga Park-West 
Hills-Winnetka-Woodland Hills). The 
GCI also began work to customize the 
Arches information system for use by the 
city to manage and publish online data 
collected through the survey. Partners: 
Office of Historic Resources, City of Los 
Angeles; Los Angeles City Council; Getty 
Foundation. 

Middle Eastern Geodatabase for 
Antiquities (MEGA)–Jordan 
A precursor to Arches, this project aims 
to develop and implement a national, 
Web-based, English-Arabic geographic 
information system (GIS) for Jordan to be 
used as a tool to inventory and manage 
the nation’s archeological sites, as well 
as to provide information on Jordan’s 
archaeological sites to researchers. 
In FY12 the Jordanian Department of 
Antiquities continued to make regular 
use of the MEGA-Jordan system, which 
is online at www.megajordan.org. GCI 
staff also authored an article about the 
project in the University of Pennsylvania 
journal Change Over Time. Partners: World 
Monuments Fund; Jordan Department of 
Antiquities. 

Heritage Values, Stakeholders,  
and Consensus Building

This project aims to advance the ability of 
heritage professionals to constructively 
engage with stakeholders by bridging 
conservation and public dispute resolution 
practices through a program of research, 
application, and dissemination. In FY12 
the project prepared a publication of the 
proceedings of a GCI workshop focused 
on promoting the application of consensus 
building and dispute resolution methods to 
the practice of heritage site conservation 
and management. 

Historic Cities and Urban  
Settlements Initiative

This work aims to contribute to the 
enhancement of practice in the field of 
conservation and management of historic 
cities and urban settlements by addressing 
critical needs and issues through the 
implementation of targeted projects ranging 
from research and education to field work. 
In November 2012, the GCI delivered 
the fourth mayor’s workshop as a core 
component of the biennial Organization of 
World Heritage Cities Congress in Sintra, 
Portugal. The workshop was attended 
by over 70 participants and focused on 
the key steps of the planning process 
critical in managing historic cities. Partner: 
Organization of World Heritage Cities.

Contemporary Architecture in the 
Historic Environment
A project under both the Historic Cities 
and Conserving Modern Architecture 
initiatives, the objective of this project is 
to provide guidance to the conservation, 
planning, architectural, and development 
communities for designing and 
assessing the impact of new buildings 
in the historic environment. The project 
commenced in FY12 with the research 
and preparation of an annotated 
bibliography on the subject. Preparations 
were also begun for an international 
symposium to be held at the Getty 
Center in spring 2013, which will 
feature several significant contemporary 
architects speaking about their approach 
to designing in the historic environment. 

Integrated Conservation Plan for the 
Earthen Ksar and Kasbah of Taourirt in 
Southern Morocco

The integrated conservation of the 
kasbah and ksar of Taourirt entered its 
first phase with documentation through 
architectural survey and photogrammetric 
recording of an area of the kasbah 
considered for rehabilitation. It also 
included training of the CERKAS (Centre 
de Conservation et de Réhabilation 
du Patrimoine Architectural des zones 
atlasiques et subatlasiques) personnel 
in the methods and techniques being 
used. In addition, stakeholder meetings 
were held with local organizations and 
the general public. Partners: Direction 
du Patrimoine, Maroc; Centre de 
Conservation et de Réhabilitation du 
Patrimoine Architectural des zones 
atlasiques et subatlasiques, Maroc.

Injection Grouts for the Conservation  
of Architectural Surfaces: Research  
and Evaluation 

The objective of the project is to evaluate 
the working properties and performance 
characteristics of injection grouts for the 
conservation of architectural surfaces, 
including plasters, wall paintings, and 
mosaics, and to provide reliable tools for 
conservators and conservation scientists to 
assess and compare different grouts in the 
laboratory and field. In FY12 laboratory and 
field testing procedures were peer reviewed 
and edited to be ready for publication 
online in early FY13. Further testing was 
carried out on a series of injection grouts 
commonly used in the field, to complete 
testing of these materials for evaluation.

International Course  
on Stone Conservation 

The objectives of the International Course 
on Stone Conservation organized by the 
GCI and ICCROM is to improve stone 
conservation practices internationally 
and to create a network of well-informed 
conservation professionals who can draw 
upon the expertise of one another. Planning 
for the 2013 course to be held in Rome was 
undertaken during FY12. Partner: ICCROM.

Conservation and Management  
of the Tomb of Tutankhamen 

This five-year, three-stage project 
will result in the conservation, long-
term management, presentation, and 
interpretation of the tomb of Tutankhamen. 
It involves detailed scientific analysis and 
investigation to determine the tomb’s 
environmental conditions and the state 
of the wall paintings, the development 
of appropriate conservation treatments, 
and the implementation of a long-term 
sustainable management approach, 
including the training of Egyptian wall-
paintings conservators. Field work resumed 
in 2012 following political events in Egypt 
in 2011, with focus placed on investigating 
the tomb’s wall paintings. Detailed 
condition assessment and initial treatment 
trials were undertaken in order to prepare 
a conservation proposal for the tomb. 
The scientific investigation of the burial 
chamber wall paintings was completed and 
a comprehensive report produced. Partner: 
Supreme Council of Antiquities, Egypt.

Conserving Modern Architecture Initiative

The Conserving Modern Architecture 
Initiative (CMAI) is intended to advance 
the practice of conserving 20th-
century heritage through research and 
investigation, the development of practical 
conservation solutions, and the creation 
and distribution of information. The CMAI 
was launched in March 2012 and the 
first in a series of public programs was 
undertaken. An extensive bibliography titled 
Conserving Twentieth-Century Built Heritage, 
A Bibliography was compiled and made 
available online. Intended to serve as a 
resource, the bibliography seeks input from 
professionals in the field to continuously 
expand its content.

Eames House Conservation Project
The first field project of CMAI aims to 
understand and assess the current 
condition of the 1949 Charles and Ray 
Eames house and its contents and 
setting, and to assist in the development 
of conservation management (CMP) 
and maintenance plans that aim to 
provide a model for conservation of 
similar buildings from this era. Research 
undertaken in FY12 encompasses 
climate assessment, including the 
construction of a weather station, as 
well as scientific analysis, such as 

paint and wood analysis, and historical 
research. Work commenced on the 
CMP, which brings together historical, 
documentary, and oral evidence, as well 
as physical analysis of the existing fabric 
and knowledge on its performance to 
inform a long-term strategy for the care 
and conservation of the house. Partner: 
Eames Foundation.

Earthen Architecture Initiative: Seismic 
Retrofitting Project  

The project combines traditional 
construction techniques and materials with 
high-tech methodologies to design and 
test easy-to-implement seismic retrofitting 
techniques and maintenance programs 
to improve the structural performance 
of earthen historic buildings in Peru 
and other countries in Latin America. In 
FY12 numerical modeling analysis and 
static testing were developed for three 
of four prototype buildings to understand 
their seismic performance. This work 
was presented at the XI International 
Conference on the Study and Conservation 
of Earthen Architecture Heritage in Lima, 
Peru. The project also designed and 
implemented the temporary shoring of Ica 
Cathedral, one of the prototypes damaged 
by an August 2007 earthquake, as a first 
step for its retrofitting and conservation. 
Partners: University of Bath, United 
Kingdom; Pontificia Universidad Católica 
del Perú; Ministerio de Cultura del Perú; 
Diocese of Ica.

Herculaneum 

The Herculaneum project seeks to 
investigate conservation issues at the 
ancient site, and to develop a pilot project 
for the conservation of the decorated 
architectural surfaces of the Tablinum 
in the Casa del Bicentenario, which may 
be applied at this and other sites in the 
region. In FY12 condition recording and 
trial treatments of the wall paintings were 
carried out, and a weather station was 
installed to monitor conditions of the 
interior and exterior of the room. Partners: 
Herculaneum Conservation Project; 
Soprintendenza Archeologica di Napoli  
e Pompei.

Heritage Inventory and  
Management Systems

The following projects work to develop 
model approaches and systems 
to inventory and manage heritage 
buildings, urban areas, landscapes, and 
archaeological sites:  

Arches: Heritage Inventory and 
Management System

Arches is an open source, Web-based 
geographic information system (GIS) 
for the international heritage field to 
help inventory and manage immovable 
cultural heritage. In FY12 system 
development was well underway; the 
project partners held a peer review 
meeting with participants from English 
Heritage, the Flanders Heritage Agency, 
the U.S. National Park Service, the 
State of California Office of Historic 
Preservation, and the City of Los 
Angeles Office of Historic Resources. 
This meeting is also seen as the first 
step in creating an Arches open source 
community. Partners: World Monuments 
Fund; Flanders Heritage Agency.

Iraq Cultural Heritage  
Conservation Initiative 
The project aims to develop and 
implement a national, Web-based, 
English-Arabic geographic information 
system (GIS) to be used as a tool to 
inventory and manage Iraq’s heritage 
sites. In FY12 the project team worked 
with colleagues from the Iraq State 
Board of Antiquities and Heritage (SBAH) 
toward their use in Iraq of a prototype 
of the Middle Eastern Geodatabase 
for Antiquities (MEGA)–Iraq. This 
work, however, has been delayed by 
administrative changes in Iraq. Partners: 
World Monuments Fund; Iraq State Board 
of Antiquities and Heritage.
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Pacino Project
In the final year of this multiyear project, 
culminating in the Getty Museum 
exhibition, Florence at the Dawn of the 
Renaissance: Painting and Illumination 
1300–1350 (opened November 2012), 
the comparative study of the painting 
materials, methods, and aging of 
manuscript and panel paintings by 
Pacino di Bonaguida was finalized. A 
large number of panel paintings and 
manuscript illuminations were examined 
in Florence and Milan, using noninvasive 
portable instruments to evaluate how 
workshop practice and material stability 
varies between works executed in these 
two media. Partners: J. Paul Getty 
Museum; Accademia Belle Arti, Florence; 
Santa Maria Novella, Florence; Uffizi 
Gallery, Florence; Longhi Foundation 
Florence; Biblioteca Trivulzio, Milan.

Polychromy Cross-Sections
A new project was developed to address 
the challenges of identification of 
organic materials in samples from 
paintings prepared as cross-sections, 
while retaining stratigraphic information. 
Working with University of Wisconsin-
Madison scientists, studies were 
conducted using a new synchrotron FTIR 
beam line that enables spatially resolved 
chemical images of cross-sections to be 
generated. As part of a program to help 
establish methodologies for elucidating 
the history of painting, repainting, and 
conservation of polychrome sculpture, 
an in-depth study of the Getty Museum’s 
Christ Child was conducted. Analytical 
support for the Getty Museum was 
provided in connection with the 
conservation and technical study of 
Maerten van Heemskerck’s Ecce Homo 
triptych from the National Museum 
in Warsaw, Poland. The exhibition of 
the triptych and the associated book 
Drama and Devotion: Heemskerck’s 
“Ecce Homo” Altarpiece from Warsaw, 
presented the main findings from  
the study of the artist’s materials  
and techniques.

Modern and Contemporary Art Research

The GCI continues its major research 
initiative into the study of conservation 
issues of modern and contemporary art 
through a series of scientific research 
projects and by promoting discussion 
within the profession to identify priorities, 
challenge existing concepts, and establish 
protocols. Specific projects include: 

Modern Paints 
The goal is to develop and evaluate 
conservation treatments for modern 
painting, as well as to undertake 
case studies on the materials and 
techniques of prominent 20th-century 
painters. Research into the cleaning 
of acrylic paints continued, with new 
cleaning systems and approaches being 
developed that will be tested in the field 
at a workshop held at Tate London in 
July 2012. Case studies include Clyfford 
Still and Frederick Hammersley paintings, 
Alexander Calder indoor painted 
sculptures, and the window frames of the 
Eames House in Los Angeles. Partners: 
Tate, London; Dow Chemical Company; 
Museum of Modern Art, New York; 
Eames Foundation.

Preservation of Plastics
Improving understanding of the aging 
characteristics of synthetic polymers 
(plastics) used in cultural heritage is the 
focus of this project. The multinational 
POPART project, of which the GCI was 
one of the 11 partner institutions, 
came to completion after several 
years of activity. Papers describing 
established analytical protocols, 
deterioration studies, and improved 
cleaning strategies developed were 
presented at international conferences 
and disseminated in major publications. 
The GCI focused, by portable noninvasive 
analyses, on the degradation pathways 
of cellulose acetate, widely used during 
the 20th century in decorative arts, 
sculpture, and animation cels. Partners: 
Disney Animation Research Library; 
Smithsonian Institution; European 
laboratories of the POPART project. 

Outdoor Painted Surfaces 
This project studies the conservation 
implications for paints used in 
20th- and 21st-century outdoor 
sculpture and murals and aims to 
establish procedures to improve their 
preservation. The technical study of 
Roy Lichtenstein’s Three Brushstrokes 
was completed, identifying the original 
paint system beneath the overpaints. 
Paint swatches of Lichtenstein’s earlier 
paint were created for the GCI reference 
collection to inform future conservation 
treatments. An experts meeting of 
conservators, artists, paint chemists, 
and conservation scientists was held in 
New York in June 2012 to help define 
research needs. Partners: J. Paul Getty 
Museum; Roy Lichtenstein Foundation; 
University of Delaware. 

Pacific Standard Time
As part of this Los Angeles-wide study 
into materials and fabrication processes 
of artists working in Southern California 
from 1945 to 1980, the GCI conducted 
an in-depth study into sculptor De Wain 
Valentine. This included an exhibition 
at the Getty Museum, From Start to 
Finish: De Wain Valentine’s Gray Column, 
highlighting the technical achievements 
and raising awareness of the 
conservation issues of highly polished 
polyester sculptures. Over 130,000 
people visited the exhibition, and a 
30-minute documentary was produced.

MOSAIKON 

The primary goal of the MOSAIKON 
initiative is the enhancement of 
professional capacity in the conservation 
of archaeological mosaics in the 
Mediterranean region. Partners: Getty 
Foundation; ICCROM; International 
Committee for the Conservation of 
Mosaics. Scientific research for this 
initiative includes:

Investigation of Alternate Backing and 
Rebacking Methods and Materials

The focus of this component of 
MOSAIKON is the continuing investigation 
of alternative backing and rebacking 
methods and materials and identifying 
possible reversible and durable 
materials, which are locally available and 
sustainable. Testing to evaluate their 
performance is well underway. 

MOSAIKON 

The primary goal of the MOSAIKON 
initiative is the enhancement of 
professional capacity in the conservation 
and management of archaeological 
mosaics in the Mediterranean region. Field 
Projects’ work on this initiative includes:

Bulla Regia
This model field project aims to conserve 
and present to the public one or more 
ancient houses and their mosaic floor 
decoration. It will use technicians based 
at the site, trained and supervised by 
the GCI, while developing a conservation 
and management plan for the site’s 
approximately 300 previously excavated 
mosaics. In FY12 almost two-thirds 
of these mosaics were surveyed, 
resulting in data about their condition, 
significance, and degree of exposure, 
which will serve as a basis for developing 
a conservation plan next year. Three 
GCI-trained technicians continued to 
carry out stabilization treatments, 
completing interventions on more than 
half of the 47 mosaics in the Maison de 
la Chasse, where structural interventions 
have already been carried out by the 
World Monument Fund. Partners: World 
Monuments Fund; Institut National du 
Patrimoine, Tunisia.

Regional Technician Training
Building on 10 years of experience 
training mosaic maintenance technicians 
for in situ mosaics at multiple Tunisian 
sites, this training project aims to 
produce teams of mosaic technicians 
based at major sites in North Africa 
through training modules conducted in 
Tunisia and follow-up mentoring on the 
trainees’ country-specific sites, both 
between training sessions and after 
the completion of the two-year course. 
In FY12 the first training module of the 
course was carried out at the site of El 
Jem over six weeks and was dedicated 
to the subject of documentation. Twelve 
trainees participated in the first session, 
two from Morocco, four from Algeria, three 
from Tunisia and three from Libya. The 
training was assisted by two technicians 
from Tunisia previously trained by the GCI. 
Partners: Institut National du Patrimoine, 
Tunisia; the Department of Antiquities of 
Morocco, Algeria, and Libya.

Southern African Rock Art Project 

The project aims to develop and embed 
sustainable approaches to rock art, 
its conservation, accessibility, and 
management in the 12 countries of the 
southern African region. In FY12 planning 
was done for the first of two exchange 
workshops with the Australian National 
University in which professionals from 
Southern African countries will meet with 
traditional owners of rock art sites in 
Australia to study management practices 
and tourism. Partners: Southern African 
Heritage Resources Agency; Clanwilliam 
Living Landscape Project; Southern African 
Rock Art Project member countries; 
Australian National University.

Valley of the Queens

The Valley of the Queens (QV) project 
seeks to enhance conservation and site 
management in the Luxor region through 
undertaking detailed and comprehensive 
planning for the Valley, to be jointly 
implemented with Egypt’s Supreme Council 
of Antiquities. Despite disruptions and 
postponement of implementation due to the 
political situation in Egypt, the QV project 
was advanced. Tender documents for 
flood control, architectural and engineering 
interventions to the site were reissued 
to incorporate amendments and costs 
re-estimated for purposes of fundraising 
in the absence of funding by the Egyptian 
government; designs for presentation of 
the open tombs were completed for review 
by the GCI; and planning for conservation 
of the Roman and Coptic remains of the 
Dier el-Rumi site was continued. Partners: 
Supreme Council of Antiquities, Egypt; 
Hamza Associates, Cairo.

Wall Paintings at the Mogao Grottoes

This project seeks to apply the China 
Principles at the Mogao Grottoes in the 
areas of conservation, visitor management, 
and cave presentation. Current work is 
focused on developing and implementing 
a model methodology for Cave 85 that is 
applicable to other Silk Road sites. In 2012 
the full report of the Cave 85 project was 
completed. Partners: State Administration 
of Cultural Heritage of China; Dunhuang 
Academy; Courtauld Institute of Art; 
Chinese Academy of Cultural Heritage.

SCIENCE 

Characterization of Asian and European 
Lacquers

The aim of this project is to develop a 
comprehensive analytical method to 
identify organic materials in Asian and 
European lacquers, which are used in 
a variety of works of art. In FY12 small 
samples of lacquered objects from 
important collections were studied 
using a protocol developed at the GCI. 
Samples came from a paneled room in 
the Schoenbrunn Palace in Vienna, a Han 
dynasty tomb from Changsha in Hunan, 
and 20th-century Vietnamese paintings. 
Preparations were made for the Recent 
Advances in the Characterization of Asian 
Lacquers workshop, which will teach 
this analytical protocol to scientists and 
conservators. Partners: J. Paul Getty 
Museum; Institute of Fine Arts, Vienna; 
Instituto dos Museus e da Conservação, 
Lisbon; Ethnological Museum, Berlin; and 
Rathgen Research Laboratory, Berlin. 

Collections Research Laboratory

The laboratory provides analytical support 
for the collections of the J. Paul Getty 
Museum and Getty Research Institute. 
Its ongoing research examines issues 
of authenticity, attribution, and artist 
techniques, aids in the development and 
evaluation of conservation treatment 
programs, and contributes to the 
understanding of the physical properties 
and behavior of the materials comprising 
works of art in the Getty collection. Specific 
projects include:

Attic Pottery
The study of red- and black-figure Attic 
pottery was continued using high-
resolution techniques to clarify the 
materials and technologies employed 
by ancient artisans to produce a variety 
of decorative effects. In the first year of 
this National Science Foundation–funded 
project, a large selection of shards from 
the Getty Museum’s study collection 
were examined using techniques 
available at the GCI, at The Aerospace 
Corporation, and at the Stanford 
Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource 
(SSRL). Partners: J. Paul Getty Museum; 
Stanford University; The Aerospace 
Corporation. 
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Grants Awarded

The Getty Foundation awards grants 
through strategic initiatives that strengthen 
art history as a global discipline, 
promote the interdisciplinary practice of 
conservation, increase access to museum 
and archival collections, and develop 
current and future leaders. 

The following grants were awarded between 
July 1, 2011 and June 30, 2012.  

ACCESS TO COLLECTIONS

Pacific Standard Time:  
Art In L.A. 1945–1980
Pacific Standard Time was a collaboration 
of more than 60 cultural institutions 
across Southern California culminating in 
a series of exhibitions and programs about 
art in Los Angeles in the post-World War 
II decades. It ran from October 2011 to 
April 2012. Between 2002 and 2011, the 
Foundation awarded nearly 100 grants for 
a total of over $11 million in support of 
Pacific Standard Time archives, research, 
exhibitions, publications, and programs.  In 
FY12, the Foundation awarded the following 
additional grants.

Santa Monica Museum of Art, California. 
For the publication Beatrice Wood: Career 
Woman—Drawings, Paintings, Vessels, 
and Objects. $80,000

15 grants totaling $166,600 were 
awarded to support programming for 
Pacific Standard Time closing events at 
local institutions.

Pacific Standard Time Presents:  
Modern Architecture In L.A.
Building on the Getty’s longstanding 
interest in the study and conservation of 
modern architecture, a series of grants is 
supporting exhibitions and programs that 
will coincide with an exhibition in 2013 
organized by the Getty Research Institute.

A+D Architecture and Design Museum, 
Los Angeles, California. For research and 
planning for the exhibition A Windshield 
Perspective: The Framing of L.A. 
Architecture and Urbanism. $140,000 

Armand Hammer Museum of Art and 
Cultural Center, Inc., Los Angeles, 
California. For the exhibition and 
accompanying catalogue Building the 
California Dream: A. Quincy Jones and His 
Circle. $260,000 

Cal Poly Pomona Foundation, Inc., 
California. For research and planning 
for the exhibition Technology and 
Environment: The Post War House in 
Southern California. $140,000 

Center for Land Use Interpretation, 
Culver City, California. For public 
programming. $79,000 

Los Angeles Conservancy, California. For 
public programming. $246,000 

Museum of Contemporary Art, Los 
Angeles, California. For the exhibition 
and accompanying catalogue A New 
Sculpturalism: Contemporary Architecture 
from Southern California. $275,000 

Regents of the University of California, 
Oakland. For research and planning for 
an exhibition on Whitney Roland Smith at 
the University Art Museum, University of 
California, Santa Barbara. $140,000 

Southern California Institute of 
Architecture, Los Angeles. For 
research and planning for the exhibition 
Architecture Gallery, Venice, CA, 1979. 
$135,000 

Online Scholarly Catalogue Initiative
A group of nine museums including the 
Getty are working together to develop 
models for the publication of scholarly 
catalogues in an online environment.

Art Institute of Chicago, Illinois. For an 
online scholarly catalogue of paintings 
and drawings by Claude Monet and 
Pierre-Auguste Renoir. $95,000 

Indianapolis Museum of Art, Inc., 
Indiana. For the development of open-
source online publishing software tools. 
$237,000 

Museum Associates, Los Angeles, 
California. For the implementation of 
an online scholarly catalogue of the 
Southeast Asian art collection at the  
Los Angeles County Museum of Art. 
$385,000 

San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, 
California. For the implementation of an 
online scholarly catalogue of works by 
Robert Rauschenberg in the permanent 
collection. $375,000 

ART HISTORY 

Connecting Art Histories
This initiative strengthens the discipline of 
art history by providing opportunities for 
sustained international exchange among 
scholars around the world.

Charitable Foundation of Bogaziçi 
University, Istanbul, Turkey. For visiting 
professorships in the History of Art, 
Architecture, and Visual Culture Program. 
$200,000 

Council of American Overseas Research 
Centers, Washington, D.C. For the Middle 
East and Mediterranean Basin Research 
Exchange Fellowship Program. $157,000 

Seton Hall University, South Orange, 
New Jersey. For the symposium Qing 
Encounters: Artistic Exchanges between 
China and the West to be organized in 
collaboration with Peking University. 
$64,500 

Universidade do Estado do Rio de 
Janeiro, Brazil. For a series of research 
seminars and faculty and student 
exchanges. $310,000 

Université de Montréal, Canada. For 
participants from developing countries to 
attend the International Consortium on 
Art History Summer Research Academy. 
$48,000 

University of Sydney, Australia. For a 
series of planning meetings to assess 
the status of the history of modern and 
contemporary art in Southeast Asia.  
AUD 94,000

University of Texas at Austin.  For a 
series of research seminars on modern 
Latin American art. $224,000 

Preventive Conservation of Collections

Since 1985 the GCI has conducted 
numerous research activities designed 
to promote preventive conservation of 
museum collections in the domains of air 
pollution, temperature and relative humidity 
control, and, currently, lighting. Assessing, 
reducing, and managing the risk of damage 
for objects in collections remain the 
principle goals of this research.

Museum Lighting Research
The Museum Lighting project focuses 
on evaluating new lighting options for 
museums. Guidelines for assessing solid 
state lighting (LEDs) in museums were 
released, copies of which were requested 
by almost 1,000 institutions worldwide. 
A workshop was held at Lightfair, the 
tradeshow for lighting designers and 
manufacturers, to very positive reviews. 
Major progress was made on the book, 
Museum Environment, coauthored with 
the Canadian Conservation Institute. 
Partners: Canadian Conservation 
Institute; Pacific Northwest National 
Laboratory, Department of Energy; 
American Art Museum of the 
Smithsonian Institute.

Microfading Research
The goal of the project is to create a 
robust pool of expertise in interpreting 
accelerated light aging, in applying it to 
real-life conditions, and in assisting new 
users in building and operating their own 
microfadeometer. A miniaturized portable 
version of the instrument has been 
designed and built that will allow for in-
situ measurements, and that will function 
as a spectrophotometer as well. A 
focused study of the light deterioration of 
feathers (important for anthropological, 
ethnographic, and fine art collections) 
was conducted in collaboration with 
UCLA. A long-term evaluation of the light-
sensitivity of the Getty Museum’s and 
Getty Research Institute’s collections 
materials was carried out. Partners: J. 
Paul Getty Museum; UCLA; Canadian 
Conservation Institute. 

Reference Collection

The GCI Reference Collection is a 
repository of well-documented artist 
materials collected in support of the 
scientific work of the GCI and the worldwide 
conservation community. It contains over 
13,000 samples, including pigments, 
paints, dyes, wood, textiles, resins, and 
building and photographic materials. 

Research in the Conservation of 
Photographs

The major goal of this project is to research 
and develop a new, scientifically based 
methodology for the identification of more 
than 150 photographic processes and 
process variants used by photographers 
during the “chemical photography” era. 
Working closely with curators, art historians, 
and registrars of collaborating institutions, 
advanced techniques of chemical analysis 
were used to record analytical signatures 
of different photographic processes. These 
serve as an objective guide for identifying 
photographs even when dealing with rare 
photographic processes. A publication of 
results achieved to date is in progress. 
Partners: National Media Museum, 
Bradford, United Kingdom; Harry Ransom 
Center, University of Texas at Austin; 
Société française de photographie; Atelier 
de Restauration et de Conservation des 
Photographies de la Ville de Paris. 

RESEARCH RESOURCES AND 
DISSEMINATION 

AATA Online (aata.getty.edu)  

AATA Online is a comprehensive database 
of abstracts of literature related to the 
preservation and conservation of material 
cultural heritage. During this reporting 
period, the AATA system was extensively 
upgraded, over 3,400 records were added 
to the database, and over 33,300 unique 
users visited AATA Online.

GCI Information Center 

The Information Center supported the 
mission of the Institute by providing 
expertise and support to the work of 
conservation staff throughout the Getty and 
conservation professionals worldwide. The 
center responded to over 1,500 inquiries 
from staff, scholars, interns, and members 
of the interested public; acquired nearly 
2,000 new titles for the Conservation 
Collection in the Research Library at the 
Getty Research Institute; and contributed 
over 1,000 records to the Bibliographic 
Database of the Conservation Information 
Network (BCIN).

Publications and Dissemination 

During this recording period, the GCI 
published two books in the Artist’s 
Materials series: Jean Paul Riopelle and 
Lucio Fontana. Two issues of Conservation 
Perspectives, The GCI Newsletter were 
also published. Published online in PDF 
format were seven publications related 
to GCI projects, as well as four previously 
published and now out-of-stock GCI 
books. The Institute’s website (getty.edu/
conservation) added video documentation 
of three public lectures, as well as videos 
on the GCI’s Outdoor Painted Surfaces 
project, Conserving Modern Architecture 
Initiative, and the Conservation of América 
Tropical project. Staff continued work on 
a significant redesign of the Institute’s 
extensive website, including simplification 
of site navigation and advanced search 
capability. The number of subscribers to 
the free bimonthly GCI e-Bulletin rose to 
over 7,000 subscribers worldwide. In spring 
2012, the GCI launched its YouTube channel 
to present GCI video content directly to its 
professional and allied audiences. 
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CONSERVATION 

Panel Paintings
This initiative focuses on training the next 
generation of conservators of paintings 
on wood panels through treatment of 
some of the most important works of art 
in European and North American museum 
collections.

Courtauld Institute of Art, London, 
England. For training, condition 
assessments, and treatment related to 
four paintings in the Courtauld Gallery. 
$231,000 

Jan Matejko Academy of Fine Arts 
in Cracow, Poland. For training and 
treatment related to six paintings by 
Hans Süss von Kulmbach from the 
collection of Saint Mary’s Church, 
Cracow. $239,600 

Kunsthistorisches Museum mit Museum 
für Völkerkunde und Österreichischem 
Theatermuseum, Vienna, Austria. For 
training and condition assessments 
related to six paintings by Pieter 
Brueghel the Elder. €190,000 

Staatliche Kunstsammlungen Dresden, 
Germany. For a training institute and 
treatment of two paintings. €166,000

MOSAIKON
This joint initiative among the Getty 
Foundation, the Getty Conservation 
Institute, the International Centre for 
the Study of the Preservation and 
Restoration of Cultural Property (ICCROM), 
and the International Committee for 
the Conservation of Mosaics (ICCM) is 
improving the preservation and care of 
ancient mosaics in the Mediterranean 
region, both in museums and at 
archaeological sites.

The British School at Rome, Italy. For 
a workshop on protective shelters for 
archaeological sites. €78,000

CICRP Belle de Mai, Marseille, France. 
For the implementation of a two-year 
mosaics technician training program in 
Algeria. €516,700

University of Cyprus, Nicosia. For the 
MOSAIKON regional coordinator and 
activities of the ICCM. €184,500 

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

Multicultural Undergraduate Internships
In order to increase staff diversity in 
museums and visual arts organizations 
in Los Angeles County, the Getty provides 
summer internships for undergraduates 
of culturally diverse backgrounds. In 
addition to the 103 interns hosted by the 
following organizations in 2012, there were 
12 interns with grants of $3,500 each in 
various departments at the Getty.

A+D Architecture and Design Museum, 
Los Angeles, California. $4,000 

American Museum of Ceramic Art, 
Pomona, California. $8,000 

Angels Gate Cultural Center, Inc., San 
Pedro, California. $4,000 

Armand Hammer Museum of Art and 
Cultural Center, Inc., Los Angeles, 
California. $13,000 

Armory Center for the Arts, Pasadena, 
California. $8,000 

Art Center College of Design, Pasadena, 
California. $4,000 

Arts and Services for Disabled, Inc., 
Long Beach, California. $4,000 

Association for the Advancement of 
Filipino American Arts and Culture, Los 
Angeles, California. $4,000 

Autry National Center of the American 
West, Los Angeles, California. $12,000 

California Institute of the Arts, Valencia, 
California. $12,000

California State Parks, Will Rogers 
State Historic Park, Los Angeles. 
$4,000 

California State University Long Beach 
Foundation, University Art Museum. 
$9,000 

Catalina Island Museum, Avalon, 
California. $4,000 

Center for the Study of Political 
Graphics, Los Angeles, California. 
$8,000 

City of Los Angeles, Department of 
Cultural Affairs, California. $8,000 

City of Los Angeles, Los Angeles 
Harbor Department Historical Archives, 
California. $4,000 

City of Los Angeles, Office of Historic 
Resources, California. $4,000 

City of Torrance, Torrance Art Museum, 
California. $4,000 

Craft and Folk Art Museum 
Incorporating the Egg and the Eye, Los 
Angeles, California. $4,000 

18th Street Arts Complex, Santa 
Monica, California. $4,000 

El Pueblo Park Association, Los 
Angeles, California. $8,000 

Friends of Banning Park Corporation, 
Banning Residence Museum, 
Wilmington, California. $4,000 

Friends of the Chinese American 
Museum, Los Angeles, California. 
$8,000 

Friends of the Foundation of the 
California African American Museum, 
Los Angeles. $8,000 

HeArt Project, Los Angeles, California. 
$4,000 

Henry E. Huntington Library and Art 
Gallery, San Marino, California. $4,000 

Historic Italian Hall Foundation, Los 
Angeles, California. $4,000 

Immaculate Heart Community, Los 
Angeles, California. $4,000  
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Inner-City Arts, Los Angeles, California. 
$8,000 

Japanese American Cultural and 
Community Center, Los Angeles, 
California. $4,000 

Japanese American National Museum, 
Los Angeles, California. $12,000 

L.A. Freewaves, Los Angeles, California. 
$8,000 

LAXART, Los Angeles, California. $4,000 

The Learning Centers at Fairplex, 
Pomona, California. $4,000 

Library Foundation of Los Angeles, 
California. $4,000 

Long Beach Museum of Art Foundation, 
California. $4,000 

Los Angeles Conservancy, California. 
$9,000 

Los Angeles Contemporary Exhibitions, 
Inc., California. $8,000 

Los Angeles County Museum and 
Natural History Foundation, The William 
S. Hart Museum, Newhall, California. 
$4,000 

Los Angeles Municipal Art Gallery 
Associates, California. $4,000 

Los Angeles Museum of the Holocaust, 
California. $4,000 

Machine Project, Los Angeles, 
California. $4,000 

MAK Center for Art and Architecture, 
West Hollywood, California. $4,000 

Museum Associates, Los Angeles, 
California. $13,000 

Museum of Contemporary Art, Los 
Angeles, California. $4,000 

Museum of Jurassic Technology, Culver 
City, California. $4,000 

Museum of Latin American Art, Long 
Beach, California. $8,000 

Otis College of Art and Design, Los 
Angeles, California. $4,000 

P.S. ARTS, Venice, California. $4,000 

Pacific Asia Museum, Pasadena, 
California. $9,000 

Pasadena Heritage, California. $4,000 

Pasadena Museum of California Art. 
$8,000 

Plaza de la Raza, Inc., Los Angeles, 
California. $4,000 

Pomona College, Pomona College 
Museum of Art, Claremont, California. 
$4,000 

Public Corporation for the Arts of the 
City of Long Beach, California. $4,000 

Rancho Los Cerritos Foundation, Long 
Beach, California. $4,000 

Rancho Santa Ana Botanic Garden, 
Claremont, California. $4,000 

Regents of the University of California, 
Fowler Museum at UCLA. $4,000 

Regents of the University of California, 
UCLA Chicano Studies Research Center. 
$8,000 

Ryman Carroll Foundation, Los Angeles, 
California. $5,000 

St. Elmo Village, Inc., Los Angeles, 
California. $4,000 

Santa Monica Museum of Art, 
California. $8,000 

Scripps College, Claremont, California. 
$13,000 

Self Help Graphics and Arts, Inc., Los 
Angeles, California. $4,000 

Skirball Cultural Center, Los Angeles, 
California. $8,000 

Social and Public Art Resource Center, 
Venice, California. $5,000 

Southern California Asian 
American Studies Central, Visual 
Communications, Los Angeles. $8,000 

Tierra del Sol Foundation, First Street 
Gallery Art Center, Claremont, California. 
$4,000 

Velaslavasay Panorama, Los Angeles, 
California. $4,000 

Venice Arts: In Neighborhoods, 
California. $4,000 

The Vincent Price Art Museum 
Foundation, Monterey Park, California. 
$4,000 

The Wende Museum of the Cold War, 
Inc., Culver City, California. $4,000 

Graduate Interns

Graduate Internships at the Getty support 
full-time positions for students who intend 
to pursue careers in fields related to the 
visual arts.

Nadine Bauer. Freie Universität Berlin, 
Kunsthistorisches Institut, Germany. 
$17,400 

Thomas Bernecker. Cologne University of 
Applied Sciences, Germany. $26,000 

Susannah Evelyn Blair. Williams College, 
Williamstown, Massachusetts. $17,400 

Lauren R. Cannady. New York University. 
$17,400 

Margaret Susannah Crosland. Courtauld 
Institute of Art, London, England. 
$17,400 

Kristina Marie Dahle. University of Saint 
Thomas, Saint Paul, Minnesota. $17,400 

Jan Peter Dorscheid. University of 
Applied Science, Potsdam, Germany. 
$26,000 

Johanna Marie Ellersdorfer. University of 
Melbourne, Australia. $26,000 

Vanessa Fleet. University of Toronto, 
Canada. $17,400 
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Other Professional  
Development Grants

California Association of Museums, Santa 
Cruz. For a series of disaster preparedness 
workshops for California museum and 
library professionals. $90,000  

Claremont Graduate University, California. 
For the Getty Leadership Institute 
at Claremont Graduate University. 
$1,950,000 

Council on Foundations, Inc., Arlington, 
Virginia. For arts programming at the 2012 
Annual Conference in Los Angeles. $5,000 

Inner-City Arts, Los Angeles, California. For 
visual arts programs. $10,000 

Los Angeles County Arts Commission, 
California. For educational programming 
related to the 2012 Arts Internship 
Program. $44,000 

Otis College of Art and Design, Los 
Angeles, California. For the 2011 Otis 
Report on the Creative Economy of the Los 
Angeles Region and the event Investment in 
Our Creative Capital. $10,000 

University of Delaware, Newark. For a 
two-year conservation training program 
at the Iraqi Institute for the Conservation 
of Antiquities and Heritage in Erbil, Iraq. 
$200,000 

University of Southern California, Los 
Angeles. For the 2012 and 2013 USC 
Annenberg/Getty Arts Journalism Program. 
$230,000 

Scholars and Fellows  
at the Getty Center  
and Getty Villa

The following 83 residential grants were 
administered by the Foundation on behalf 
of the Getty Research Institute, Getty 
Museum, and Getty Conservation Institute. 

GETTY RESEARCH INSTITUTE 

Getty Scholars

Fred C. Albertson. The University of 
Memphis, Tennessee. $17,700 

Kaira Marie Cabañas. Columbia University, 
New York. $43,000 

Matthew P. Canepa. University of 
Minnesota–Twin Cities, Minneapolis. 
$17,700 

Stefano Cracolici. Durham University, 
England. $17,700 

Ulrike Heinrichs. Freie Universität Berlin, 
Germany. $43,000 

Dunja Hersak. Université Libre de 
Bruxelles, Belgium. $17,700 

Andrew James Hopkins. Università degli 
studi de L’Aquila, Bazzano, Italy. $17,700 

Gordon Alan Hughes. Rice University, 
Houston, Texas. $67,000 

Eva Kocziszky. West Hungarian University, 
Szombathely. $17,700 

Ann-Sophie Lehmann. Utrecht University, 
Netherlands. $43,000 

Jennifer Lynn Peterson. University of 
Colorado, Boulder. $17,700 

Michela Sassi. University of Pisa, Italy. 
$17,700 

Vanessa R. Schwartz. University of 
Southern California, Los Angeles. $17,700 

Francesco Tiradritti. Independent Scholar, 
Montepulciano, Italy; Italian Archaeological 
Mission to Luxor, Italy. $17,700 

Lothar von Falkenhausen. University of 
California, Los Angeles. $44,000 

Konstantinos L. Zachos. Greek Ministry 
of Culture and Tourism, Ioannina, Greece. 
$17,700 

Mantha Zarmakoupi. University of Cologne, 
Germany. $17,700 

Guest Scholars

Philipp Blom. Independent Scholar, Vienna, 
Austria. $67,000 

Wulf Andreas Herzogenrath. Independent 
Scholar, Berlin, Germany. $13,275 

William J. T. Mitchell. University of 
Chicago, Illinois. $17,700 

Wolfram Guenter Pichler. Universität Wien, 
Austria. $17,700 

Matthew William Ritchie. Columbia 
University, New York. $17,700 

Yoshiaki Shimizu. Princeton University, New 
Jersey. $3,000 

Vera Beatriz Cordeiro Siqueira. 
Universidade do Estado do Rio de Janeiro, 
Brazil. $9,897 

Gudrun Swoboda. Kunsthistorisches 
Museum, Vienna, Austria. $17,700 

Richard Dean Tuttle. Independent Scholar, 
New York. $67,000 

Guixiang Wang. Tsinghua University, 
Beijing, China. $9,950 

Roger John Antony Wilson. University 
of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada. 
$17,700 
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Jennifer Claire Freeburg. University of 
Wisconsin–Madison. $17,400 

Timothy Shoun Kaneshiro. University of 
Illinois at Urbana–Champaign. $17,400 

Eunsong Kim. University of California, 
San Diego. $17,400 

Rachel Terri Kim. New York University, 
Institute of Fine Arts. $17,400 

Andrew Joseph Krewer. University of 
Arizona, Tucson. $17,400 

Julia Langenbacher. Stuttgart State 
Academy of Art and Design, Germany. 
$26,000 

Jesse Windflower Lattig. University of 
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. $26,000 

Sonia Maccagnola. Università di 
Bologna, Italy. $26,000 

Siofra Clare McSherry. King’s College 
London, England. $17,400 

Tim Luk Germain Michiels. Raymond 
Lemaire International Centre for 
Conservation, Katholieke Universiteit 
Leuven, Belgium. $26,000 

Alice Anne Poulalion. Université Paris 1, 
Panthéon–Sorbonne, France.  $17,400 

Aurora Raimondi Cominesi. University of 
Pisa, Italy. $17,400 

Luise Rellensmann. Brandenburgische 
Technische Universität Cottbus, Germany. 
$26,000 

Caroline I. Roberts. University of 
Delaware, Newark. $26,000 

Alyx Meryl Rossetti. University of 
California, Los Angeles. $17,400 

Julia Elizabeth Sears. Corcoran College 
of Art + Design, Washington, D.C. 
$17,400 

Melanie Garcia Sympson. University of 
Michigan, Ann Arbor. $17,400 

Melanie Tran. University of California, 
Los Angeles. $17,400 

Museums In Africa

A series of grants is providing training 
opportunities for museum professionals 
across sub-saharan Africa in order to 
strengthen their capacity to care for 
collections in the region.

Ecole du Patrimoine Africain, Porto-
Novo, Bénin. For a university diploma 
course in preventive conservation. 
$150,000 

International Council of African 
Museums, Nairobi, Kenya. For a 
mentoring exchange program for 
African and US museum professionals. 
$180,000 

Connecting Professionals/Sharing 
Expertise

A number of grants to national and 
international professional organizations 
that serve museums and the fields of art 
history and conservation have allowed 
interns and colleagues from underserved 
areas to participate in annual conferences 
and professional exchanges.

American Association of Museums, 
Washington, D.C. For activities related 
to the 2012 annual meeting in 
Minneapolis–Saint Paul, Minnesota. 
$140,000

The Association for Preservation 
Technology International, Inc., 
Springfield, Illinois. For participants 
from Latin America to attend the 
2012 conference in Charleston, South 
Carolina. $75,000 

Association Internationale des Critiques 
d’Art, Paris, France. For participants 
from developing countries to attend the 
2012 Congress in Zurich, Switzerland. 
$43,600 

California Association of Museums, 
Santa Cruz. For Getty Multicultural 
Undergraduate Internship alumni to 
attend the 2012 annual conference. 
$23,600

College Art Association of America, 
Inc., New York. For participants from 
developing countries to attend the 
2013 Annual Conference in New York. 
$150,000 

International Council of Museums, 
Paris, France. For participants from 
developing countries to attend the 2012 
Annual Conference of the International 
Committee for Museums and Collections 
of Modern Art (CIMAM) in Istanbul, 
Turkey. €38,600

International Council of Museums, 
Paris, France. For participants from 
developing countries to attend the 2012 
Annual Conference of the International 
Committee for Documentation (ICOM-
CIDOC) in Helsinki, Finland. €55,600

International Council of Museums, 
Paris, France. For participants from 
developing countries to attend the 2012 
Annual Conference of the International 
Committee on Management (ICOM-
INTERCOM) in Sydney, Australia. 
$35,000 

International National Trusts 
Organisation, London, England. For 
participants from developing countries to 
attend the 15th International Conference 
of National Trusts in Entebbe, Uganda. 
$74,800 

Organización de Estados 
Iberoamericanos para la Educación, la 
Ciencia y la Cultura, Brasilia, Brazil. For 
the Museum Heritage Risk Management 
Institute. $100,000 

Organization of World Heritage Cities, 
Quebec, Canada. For participants from 
developing countries to attend the 12th 
World Congress in Oaxaca, Mexico. 
$75,000

Getty Foundation
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Summer Research Academy

Université de Montréal, Canada. 
For graduate students to attend the 
International Consortium on Art History 
Summer Research Academy. $16,000

J. PAUL GETTY MUSEUM

Ronni Baer. Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 
Massachusetts. $10,097

Jean-Charles Balty. Independent Scholar, 
Aucamville, France. $10,097 

Mark Clarke. Royal Flemish Academy of 
Arts and Sciences, Brussels, Belgium. 
$9,950

Hans Rupprecht Goette. Deutsches 
Archäologisches Institut, Berlin, and 
University of Giessen, Germany.  $9,950 

A. Brigid Globensky. Milwaukee Art 
Museum, Wisconsin. $10,097 

Peter Kidd. Independent Scholar, London, 
England. $8,230 

William Walker Robinson. Harvard Art 
Museums/Fogg Museum, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts. $8,230 

Rosalind Savill. Independent Scholar, 
London, England. $9,950 

Sara Frances Stevenson. University of 
Glasgow, Scotland. $9,897 

GETTY CONSERVATION INSTITUTE

Lynn Pamela Campbell. Christchurch Art 
Gallery Te Puna o Waiwhetu, New Zealand. 
$9,397  

Neil Jackson. University of Liverpool, 
England. $9,597 

Katarina Kristianova. Slovak University 
of Technology, Faculty of Architecture, 
Bratislava, Slovakia. $9,597 

Ruven Lucio Pillay. Centre de Recherche 
et de Restauration des Musées de France, 
Paris. $9,450 

Marina Pugliese. Museo del Novecento, 
Milan, Italy. $9,450 

Donald Shelby Sale. Royal Pavilion & 
Museums, Brighton, England. $21,591 

Paul M. Schwartzbaum. The Solomon 
R. Guggenheim Foundation, Venice, Italy. 
$9,450 

MATCHING GIFTS

Trustee and employee matching gifts (292).  
$732,446
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GRI-NEH Postdoctoral Fellowships

Jinah Kim. Rutgers, The State University of 
New Jersey, New Brunswick. $42,000 

Jennifer Margaret Simmons Stager. 
University of California, Berkeley. $42,000 

Postdoctoral Fellowships

Jennifer Josten. Yale University,  
New Haven, Connecticut. $32,000 

David Sears Mather. University of 
California, San Diego. $32,000 

Noa Turel. University of California, Santa 
Barbara. $32,000 

Predoctoral Fellowships

Tiziana D’Angelo. Harvard University, 
Cambridge, Massachusetts. $27,000 

Cindy Kang. New York University. $27,000 

Valérie Kobi. University of Neuchatel, 
Switzerland. $27,000 

Sophia Ronan Rochmes. University of 
California, Santa Barbara. $27,000 

Alla Genrikhovna Vronskaya. 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
Cambridge. $27,000 

Marie Yasunaga. The University of Tokyo, 
Japan. $27,000 

Library Research Grants

Residency periods for the following grants 
vary based on research needs.

Renzo Baldasso. Southern Illinois 
University, Carbondale. $850 

Ting Chang. Independent Scholar, 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. $1,500 

Adrienne Louise Childs. Harvard University, 
Cambridge, Massachusetts. $1,500 

Conny Cossa. Independent Scholar, Vienna, 
Austria. $2,500 

Christiane Carmen Ernek. State Art 
Collections Dresden, Germany. $2,390 

Elisabeth Ann Fraser. University of South 
Florida, Tampa. $1,500 

Julia P. Friedman. Arizona State University, 
Tempe. $650 

Lauren Elizabeth Hanson. University of 
Texas at Austin. $800 

Anne Hultzsch. University College London, 
England. $1,600 

Katherine Graham Isard. Harvard 
University, Cambridge, Massachusetts. 
$1,500 

Christopher Alan Jones. University of 
Florida, Gainesville. $1,500 

Yoonchun Jung. McGill University, Montreal, 
Canada. $1,500 

Aaron Wells Kitch. Bowdoin College, 
Brunswick, Maine. $1,500 

Barbara Klinkhammer. University of 
Tennessee, Knoxville. $1,500 

Katherine Marie Kuenzli. Wesleyan 
University, Middletown, Connecticut. 
$1,500 

Jacob Aaron Lackner. Texas Tech 
University, Lubbock. $825 

Dries Lyna. University of Antwerp,  
Belgium. $2,400 

Elizabeth Mary Molacek. University of 
Virginia, Charlottesville. $1,500 

Elizabeth Johnson Moodey. Vanderbilt 
University, Nashville, Tennessee. $510  

Hannah Louise Neate. University of 
Edinburgh, Scotland. $2,500 

Morna Elizabeth O’Neill. Wake Forest 
University, Winston-Salem, North Carolina. 
$1,500 

Max David Rosenberg. Yale University,  
New Haven, Connecticut. $1,500 

Marin Angeletta Cassandra Sarve-Tarr. 
University of Chicago, Illinois. $1,500 

Marine Schütz. Institut national d’histoire 
de l’art, Paris, France. $2,250 

Catherine Elizabeth Spencer. University of 
York, England. $1,500 

Adrian Vaile Sudhalter. Independent 
Scholar, Hastings-on-Hudson, New York. 
$1,500 

Chi-Ming Yang. University of Pennsylvania, 
Philadelphia. $1,500 
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J. Paul Getty Museum

Opening at the Getty Center between  
June 30, 2011 and July 1, 2012

Luminous Paper: British Watercolors  
and Drawings 
July 19–October 23, 2011

Featuring the work of some of the most 
famous British artists, including Thomas 
Gainsborough, J. M. W. Turner, and William 
Blake, this exhibition revealed multifaceted 
innovations in the fields of watercolor 
and drawing. From Turner’s use of his 
thumbprint to roughen the texture of wash 
to the rise of the spectacular “exhibition 
watercolor” in the early 1800s, the medium 
of watercolor was dramatically transformed. 
Behind the scenes, artists experimented in 
drawing with novel subject matter and new 
modes of representation. This exhibition 
included many masterpieces that were 
recently acquired by the J. Paul Getty 
Museum in an effort to expand the British 
works-on-paper collection.

In Focus: The Sky
July 26–December 4, 2011

Generations of artists have found 
inspiration in the sky, which became a rich 
subject for the medium of photography after 
it was introduced in 1839. Drawn from the J. 
Paul Getty Museum’s permanent collection, 
this exhibition explored the genre through 
the history of photography, including works 
by Gustave Le Gray, Alfred Stieglitz, André 
Kertész, and John Divola. Four sections—
urban skies, clouds, dark skies, and skies 
in color—gave an overview of the diverse 
and imaginative ways photographers have 
approached this theme. 

In the Beginning Was the Word: Medieval 
Gospel Illumination
August 30–November 27, 2011

The four Gospels of Matthew, Mark, 
Luke, and John, among the most well-
known texts in the Bible, offer a powerful 
account of the life of Christ and form the 
basis of the religion that his disciples 
founded. The Gospels were considered 
of paramount importance and thus richly 
decorated throughout the Middle Ages. 
Drawing primarily from the Getty Museum's 
permanent collection, this exhibition 
included examples of Armenian, Ethiopian, 
and Byzantine as well as Western European 
manuscript illumination. It examined the 
major forms of decoration associated with 
the Gospels, including portraits of the 
four Evangelists, and explores the varied 
approaches to illustrating the life of Christ.

From Start to Finish: De Wain Valentine’s 
Gray Column
September 13, 2011–March 18, 2012

Gray Column was one of the largest 
sculptures De Wain Valentine ever cast 
with polyester resin—the material with 
which he worked throughout the 1960s and 
1970s to create his dazzling circles and 
columns. This monumental, free-standing 
slab, measuring 12 feet high and 8 feet 
wide, was abandoned in 1975 and only 
completed for this exhibition. Curated by 
the Getty Conservation Institute and on 
view at the J. Paul Getty Museum, From 
Start to Finish told the story of how this 
extraordinary piece was made and featured 
preparatory drawings and maquettes, 
videos documenting the fabrication 
process, interviews with the artist, and 
a discussion of the conservation of this 
sculpture. This Getty Center exhibition was 
part of the region-wide Pacific Standard 
Time initiative.
 
Pacific Standard Time: Crosscurrents in 
L.A. Painting and Sculpture, 1950–1970
October 1, 2011–February 5, 2012

During the post–World War II period, Los 
Angeles artists looked for new approaches, 
subjects, and techniques for art making, 
including experimenting with the materials 
and processes of the pioneering industries 
in the region and the local surf and car 
cultures. Curated by the Getty Research 
Institute and on view at the J. Paul Getty 
Museum, this major international loan 

exhibition led viewers on a dynamic tour 
from the emergence of an indigenous 
strain of modernism evident in the hard-
edge paintings, assemblage sculpture, and 
large-scale ceramics of the 1950s, to the 
subsequent development of iconic Pop 
images of the city in the 1960s, and the 
conceptual and material contributions of 
Light and Space art and process painting 
that fostered the advanced art of the 
1970s. This Getty Center exhibition was 
part of the region-wide Pacific Standard 
Time initiative.

Lyonel Feininger: Photographs,  
1928–1939
October 25, 2011–March 11, 2012

A highly regarded painter, printmaker, and 
draftsman, Lyonel Feininger (American, 
1871–1956) was one of the first masters 
appointed to the newly established 
Bauhaus in Weimar, Germany, in 1919. 
Like many other figures at the innovative 
art school, Feininger turned to photography 
as a tool for visual exploration. Beginning 
in 1928 and for the next decade, he 
used the camera to explore transparency, 
reflection, night imagery, and the effects 
of light and shadow. Organized by the 
Harvard Art Museum/Busch-Reisinger 
Museum, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 
in cooperation with the J. Paul Getty 
Museum, this exhibition presented the 
first comprehensive overview of little-
known photographs by one of the most 
important artists of the 20th century. The 
presentation at the Getty was accompanied 
by a selection of Bauhaus photographs 
from the Museum's permanent collection.  

The exhibition, tour, and catalogue were 
funded in part through the generosity of 
the German Friends of the Busch-Reisinger 
Museum, the Terra Foundation for American 
Art, the Dedalus Foundation, Inc., and the 
Emily Rauh Pulitzer and Joseph Pulitzer Jr. 
Fund for Modern and Contemporary Art, 
Harvard Art Museums.
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Narrative Interventions in Photography
October 25, 2011–March 11, 2012

Featuring contemporary artists Eileen 
Cowin (American, born 1947), Carrie 
Mae Weems (American, born 1953), and 
Simryn Gill (Singaporean, born 1959), 
this exhibition explored the concept of 
storytelling through three distinct bodies 
of photographic works. The images in 
the exhibition presented a philosophical 
questioning of narrative and what is fact 
or fiction (Cowin); attempted to rewrite a 
profound aspect of human history (Weems); 
and reflected a more personal interaction 
with stories through deconstructed books 
(Gill). Although the approaches used by 
the three artists are different, all are 
concerned with photography and the notion 
of narrative: implied, real, or revised.

Images of the Artist
November 15, 2011–February 12, 2012

Images of the Artist investigated some of 
the ways in which artists have represented 
themselves, their fellow artists, or 
their trade over the past five centuries. 
Raising compelling issues about identity 
and image-making, this rich theme was 
explored through a selection of over 40 
objects—mostly drawings but also prints, 
photographs, paintings, and sculpture—
from the permanent holdings of the J. Paul 
Getty Museum, complemented by loans 
from local collections. Works ranged from 
portraits and self-portraits to depictions 
of the artist’s life and space as well as 
allegorical images.

Gothic Grandeur: Manuscript Illumination, 
1200–1350
December 13, 2011–May 13, 2012

The word "Gothic" evokes visions of 
soaring spires, graceful flying buttresses, 
and sparkling stained glass. The 
term is also applied to the style of 
manuscript illumination that reigned 
in Europe from around 1200 to 1350. 
The Gothic illuminated manuscripts in 
this exhibition, drawn from the Getty 
Museum's collections, were characterized 
by whimsical marginal decorations, vivid 
narratives, and a naturalistic style of 
painting. The period also saw an explosion 

in the variety of illustrated books being 
produced, ranging from scholastic 
university treatises to entertaining 
romances. On February 27, the pages 
of the manuscripts were turned to allow 
visitors to see additional treasures.

In Focus: Los Angeles, 1945–1980
December 20, 2011–May 6, 2012

This exhibition presented approximately 
25 photographs from the Museum’s 
permanent collection made in Los 
Angeles between 1945 and 1980. Both 
iconic and relatively unknown works were 
featured by artists whose careers are 
defined by their association with the city, 
who may have lived in Los Angeles for a 
few brief but influential years, or whose 
visit inspired them to create memorable 
images. Works by Robert Cumming, Joe 
Deal, Judy Fiskin, Anthony Friedkin, Robert 
Heinecken, Anthony Hernandez, Man Ray, 
Edmund Teske, William Wegman, Garry 
Winogrand, Max Yavno, and others were 
loosely grouped around the themes of 
experimental photography, car culture, 
vernacular architecture, and fantasy 
and the film industry. This Getty Center 
exhibition was part of the region-wide 
Pacific Standard Time initiative.

The Life of Art: Context, Collecting,  
and Display
Opened February 7, 2012

From the time an object is made until the day 
it enters a museum’s collection, it may be 
displayed, used, and perceived in different 
ways. The Life of Art takes selected objects 
from the Getty Museum’s galleries and 
encourages visitors to sit down and spend 
time with them, offering the opportunity 
to examine them closely to understand 
how they were made and functioned, why 
they were collected, and how they have 
been displayed. Through careful looking, 
what may be learned about the maker and 
previous owners of a French gilt-bronze wall 
light, for example, or the transformation in 
England of a Chinese porcelain bowl? Close 
engagement reveals the full lives of these 
works and why they continue to be collected 
and cherished today.

Renaissance Drawings from Germany  
and Switzerland, 1470–1600
March 27–June 17, 2012

The period of 1470–1660 represents 
one of the high points in German art, 
spanning the careers of artists such as 
Martin Schongauer, Albrecht Dürer, Lucas 
Cranach the Elder, and Hans Holbein 
the Younger. Because different styles of 
drawing developed in the various regions of 
present-day Germany and Switzerland, this 
exhibition of works from the Getty Museum’s 
permanent collection was organized by 
region—the Middle and Upper Rhine, 
Switzerland, Nuremberg, and Saxony. The 
exhibition explored the drawings’ wide range 
of functions and captivating subject matter, 
including mercenary soldiers and scenes 
of courtly love. It also presented important 
new scholarship in the field that has been 
accomplished during the past decades.

Herb Ritts: L.A. Style
April 3–September 2, 2012

Herb Ritts (American, 1952–2002) was 
a Los Angeles-based photographer who 
established an international reputation 
for his distinctive photographs of fashion 
models, nudes, and pop icons. From the 
late 1970s until his untimely death from 
AIDS in 2002, Ritts’s ability to create 
photographs that successfully bridged 
the gap between art and commerce was 
not only a testament to the power of his 
imagination and technical skill but also 
marked the synergy between art, popular 
culture, and business that followed in 
the wake of the Pop Art movement of 
the 1960s and 1970s. This exhibition 
featured a selection of Ritts’s vintage 
prints, magazine covers, Polaroids, and 
commercial video projects. Following its 
presentation at the Getty, this exhibition 
traveled to the Cincinnati Museum of Art 
(October 6, 2012–January 1, 2013) and 
the John and Mable Ringling Museum of  
Art in Florida (February 23–May 19, 2013). 
Sponsored by Lincoln.  



Portraits of Renown: Photography and  
the Cult of Celebrity
April 3–September 2, 2012

Photography’s remarkable propensity to 
shape visual identities has made it the 
leading vehicle for representing the famous. 
Soon after photography was invented in 
the 1830s, it was used to capture the 
likenesses and accomplishments of great 
men and women, gradually supplanting 
other forms of commemoration. In the 20th 
century, the proliferation of photography 
and the transformative power of fame 
have helped to accelerate the desire for 
photographs of celebrities in magazines, 
newspapers, advertisements, and on the 
Internet. Drawn from the J. Paul Getty 
Museum’s collection, the exhibition 
surveyed this complex and ever-changing 
relationship from the 1840s to the 1990s. 

In Focus: Picturing Landscape
May 22–October 7, 2012

Photographic space was the theme of this 
second exhibition on landscape in the Getty 
Museum’s In Focus series. Comprising 
approximately 25 works from the permanent 
collection, it explored the various ways 
that photographers have used the natural 
landscape to construct and manipulate 
perspective. From the pre-photographic 
drawings made with the aid of a camera 
lucida to more recent advances in digital 
technology, the exhibition touched on a 
range of technical and artistic explorations 
by photographers such as John Beasly 
Greene (1832–1856), Imogen Cunningham 
(1883–1976), Harry Callahan (1912–1999), 
and William Garnett (1916–2006).

Heaven, Hell, and Dying Well: Images of 
Death in the Middle Ages
May 29–August 12, 2012

Throughout the Middle Ages, death and 
the afterlife were stirring subjects that 
challenged and inspired the creativity of 
the artists who illuminated manuscripts. 
Delightful and disturbing visions of heaven 
and hell fueled the viewers’ imaginations. 
Books adorned with depictions of God's 
mercy, saved souls in paradise, and the 
rewards of the blessed instilled hope, while 
morbid and sometimes horrific illustrations 
of funerals, demons, and the punishment 
of the wicked prompted pious Christians to 
repent for their sins. At the core of visual 
devotion stood images of Christ’s Passion 
and crucifixion, promising resurrection and 
eternal life.

Drama and Devotion: Heemskerck's  
Ecce Homo Altarpiece from Warsaw
June 5, 2012–January 13, 2013

One of the most admired Netherlandish 
painters of the 16th century, Maerten van 
Heemskerck (1498–1574) worked in an 
expressive style influenced by his exposure 
to the work of contemporary Italian 
painters, particularly Michelangelo. His 
dramatic Ecce Homo (1544) altarpiece from 
the National Museum in Warsaw, Poland, 
on view to the public for the first time 
following conservation and study at the 
Getty Museum, offered a rare opportunity 
to experience a complete triptych by 
this Renaissance master. The exhibition 
provided insight into Heemskerck's 
materials and expedient technique and 
elaborated on the original location of the 
altarpiece in Dordrecht. Supported by the 
Getty Museum Paintings Conservation 
Council, this event also marked the 150th 
anniversary of the National Museum. 

Opening at the Getty Villa between  
June 30, 2011 and July 1, 2012

Modern Antiquity: Picasso, de Chirico, 
Léger, and Picabia in the Presence of  
the Antique
November 2, 2011–January 16, 2012

An extraordinary episode in the history 
of European modernism is the alliance 
between the avant-garde and the 
antique. Juxtaposing 20th-century 
works with ancient objects, this major 
international loan exhibition focused on 
how four eminent artists reinvented and 
transformed antiquity between 1905 and 
1935. Classicizing creations such as de 
Chirico's enigmatic piazzas, Picasso's 
postcubist women, Léger's mechanized 
nudes, and Picabia's "transparencies" 
made the arts of antiquity modern. 
The Getty Villa—a reconstruction of an 
ancient Roman house—and its antiquities 
collection provided a unique environment 
to experience modern art in relation to the 
classical past. Following its presentation 
at the Getty Villa, this exhibition traveled to 
the Musée Picasso, Antibes (February 16–
May 20, 2012).

Aphrodite and the Gods of Love
March 28–July 9, 2012

From her genesis among earlier deities in 
the ancient Near East to her adoption in 
Roman culture as Venus, this exhibition 
explored the realms of Aphrodite, Greek 
goddess of love. It moved beyond the 
familiar aspects of desire, seduction, 
feminine beauty, and sexuality to 
demonstrate the various facets of this 
complex divinity: civic protectress, helper 
to sailors, and manipulator of mortals. 
Organized by the Museum of Fine Arts, 
Boston, in association with the J. Paul 
Getty Museum, the exhibition included 
objects ranging from large-scale sculpture 
to delicate jewelry drawn from both 
museums’ collections as well as major 
loans from Italian institutions.
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Opening between June 30, 2011  
and July 1, 2012

Greetings from L.A.: 
Artists and Publics, 1950–1980 
September 27, 2011–February 26, 2012 
at the Getty Research Institute

In the postwar years, artists in Southern 
California developed free-spirited 
alternatives to the traditional art market. 
Wallace Berman, George Herms, and 
their friends circulated handmade works 
between each other. Others like Allen 
Ruppersberg and Ed Ruscha appropriated 
mass media and commercial forms to 
bypass galleries. Meanwhile, art schools 
provided forums for innovators such as 
Judy Chicago, John Baldessari, and Maria 
Nordman, while the peace and feminist 
movements mobilized artists to reach out 
to society at large. Through photographs, 
ephemera, correspondence, and artwork—
many on view for the first time—this 
exhibition surveyed a vibrant artistic 
community, one built from diverse and 
varied publics.

Pacific Standard Time: Kunst in Los 
Angeles, 1950–1980
March 15–June 10, 2012 at the Martin-
Gropius-Bau in Berlin

Based on the Getty exhibitions 
Crosscurrents in L.A. Painting and Sculpture, 
1950–1970 and Greetings from L.A.: Artists 
and Publics, 1950–1980, this traveling 
exhibition featured many new works, such 
as Sam Francis’ monumental painting 
Berlin Red, more than 50 photographs by 
Julius Shulman, photographs by Dennis 
Hopper, and separate galleries devoted 
to the work of artists Larry Bell, Robert 
Graham, Bruce Nauman, and James 
Turrell. The exhibition was structured both 
chronologically and thematically, tracing the 
rise of the Southern California art scene 
between 1950 and 1980 and exploring 
how artists changed the conventional 
relationship between art and the public. 

The Getty Research Institute:  
Recent Print Acquisitions
April 7–September 2, 2012 
at the Getty Research Institute

This exhibition featured masterpieces 
that span 400 years of printmaking, from 
the inspired meditations on narrative 
and perspective by Albrecht Dürer, one 
of the foremost old-master printmakers, 
to the modernist experiments by avant-
garde artists at the Bauhaus. Piranesi’s 
first edition Prisons presents the kind of 
technical and formal innovations that have 
captivated print collectors, writers, and 
artists for 250 years; the Getty Research 
Institute’s copy is an exciting discovery in 
a unique state of preservation. In addition 
to highlighting collection strengths such 
as artist portraits and landscapes, the 
exhibition also featured Karl Friederich 
Schinkel’s designs for Mozart’s operas, and 
a monumental 12-plate reproductive print 
after The Last Judgment by the so-called 
French Michelangelo, Jean Cousin.

A Nation Emerges:  
The Mexican Revolution Revealed
September 8, 2011–February 23, 2013 
at the Los Angeles Central Library

The Mexican Revolution (1910–20), 
which lasted a decade and transformed 
the nation, was extensively chronicled 
by Mexican, American, and European 
photographers and illustrators. Thousands 
of images captured a country at war. 
From postcards of the 1910 Fiesta del 
Centenario, to images of a war that was 
waged on several fronts by ever-shifting 
revolutionary factions, to photographs of 
the 1923 assassination of Pancho Villa, 
the exhibition chronicles this complex, 
multifaceted chapter in Mexico’s history. 
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Getty Research Institute 

Getty Scholars

Gianfranco Adornato (Villa), Scuola 
Normale Superiore, Pisa, Italy. “Artistic 
Training in Ancient Times.” 

Shane Butler (Villa), University of California, 
Los Angeles. “The Artist as Orpheus.”

Martine Denoyelle (Villa), Institut National 
d’Histoire de l’Art, Paris, France. “Visual 
Quotations of Sculpture in Greek-Vase 
painting; Their Origins and their Function in 
the Building Up of Meaning.”

Joseph Imorde, Universität Siegen, Germany. 
“Carlo Dolci: The Production of Authenticity.”

Thomas Kirchner, Goethe-Universität 
Frankfurt am Main, Germany. “The Portrait 
as Program. An Anti-Academic Artistic 
Concept in Seventeenth-Century France.”

Michael Lobel, Purchase College, State 
University of New York. “Becoming an 
Artist: John Sloan, the Ashcan School,  
and Popular Illustration.” 

Steven Nelson (Consortium Scholar), 
University of California, Los Angeles. “Dakar: 
The Making of an African Metropolis.” 

Cristiana Pasqualetti, Università degli 
Studi dell’Aquila, Italy. “Italian Recipe 
Books from the Late Middle Ages: The 
Transmission of Craftsmanship among 
Manuscript Illuminators.” 

Anna Reuter, independent scholar,  
Madrid, Spain. “Reflections and Ideas 
Conserved in the Sketchbooks of Goya  
and his Contemporaries.” 

Jennifer Smyth, University of Warwick, 
Coventry, England. “The Historical Image 
in the Contested Frame: Fred Zinnemann’s 
Cinematic Archive.”

Giorgio Tagliaferro, Università Ca’ Foscari, 
Venice, Italy. “Inside Paolo Veronese: 
Transformation of Ideas into Images.”

Predoctoral Fellows

Natilee Harren, University of California,  
Los Angeles. “Objects Without Object:  
The Artwork in Flux, 1958–1969.”  

Jann Marson, University of Toronto, 
Canada. “Plagiarism, Play, and Politics 
in the Collaborative Artistic Practices of 
Belgian Surrealists.”

Iris Moon, Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, Cambridge. “Charles Percier 
and Pierre-François-Léonard Fontaine’s 
Interior Decoration Practice in Napoleonic 
France, ca. 1800.”

Postdoctoral Fellows

Doris Berger, independent scholar, Los 
Angeles, California. “Hans Richter’s Artistic 
Practice in Painting and Film.”

Amy Buono, Southern Methodist University, 
Dallas, Texas. “Techniques of Color  
and Deception: Brazilian Art in Early 
Modern Europe.”

Sabina de Cavi, Ramón y Cajal Program, 
Universidad de Córdoba, Spain. 
“Architectural Drawing as a Collaborative 
Process: Materials, Tools, Workshop 
Production and Pattern Transmission in 
the Sicilian Workshop of Giacomo Amato 
(1643–1732).”

Heidi Gearhart, University of Michigan, Ann 
Arbor. “Theophilus’ On Diverse Arts: Artists 
and Art-Making in the High Middle Ages.”

Ulrike Kern, The Warburg Institute, London, 
England. “Color and Art in the Netherlands, 
1600–1725.”

Alex Kitnick, Princeton University, New 
Jersey. “Eduardo Paolozzi and Others, 
1947–1958.”

Sarah Lepinski (Villa), Bryn Mawr College, 
Pennsylvania. “Painting Practices in Roman 
and Late Antique Corinth, Greece.” 

Emma Libonati (Villa), Oxford University, 
England. “The Manufacture, Distribution, and 
Recycling of Statuary in Hellenistic Egypt: 
Bronze and Stone Statues from Herakleion 
and East Canopus, Abukir Bay, Egypt.”

Leora Maltz-Leca, Rhode Island  
School of Design, Providence. “William 
Kentridge: Process as Metaphor and  
Other Doubtful Practices.”

Guest Scholars

Roberto Conduru, Universidade do Estado 
do Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. “Crossroads: 
African-Brazilian Art and World Art History.”

Bernd Ebert, Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, 
Germany. “Adored and Damned: The Secret 
of the Pearl in Art.”

Qingquan Li, Guangzhou Academy of Fine 
Arts, China. “Why Was a Tomb Painted in 
Two Different Styles: On Two Earlier Khitan 
Tombs Found in Chifeng, Inner Mongolia.” 

Claudia Mattos, Universidade Estadual de 
Campinas, Brazil. “Art and Environmental 
Critique in the Nineteenth Century.”

Matthew Ritchie (Artist-in-Residence), 
Columbia University, New York. “A Time  
for Everything.”

Yoshiaki Shimizu, Princeton University, New 
Jersey. “Itō Jakuchū (1716–1800) and the 
American Possessive Art Market.”

Guixiang Wang, Tsinghua University, 
Beijing, China. “Research on the Chinese 
Buddhist Architecture since 5th to 15th 
Century: The Changing Plan of Buddhist 
Temples.”

Giles Waterfield, Courtauld Institute  
of Art, London. “The Artist’s and 
Photographer’s Studio.”

Getty Guest Scholars
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Getty Conservation 
Institute

The Getty Conservation Institute’s 
Conservation Guest Scholar Program is 
an annual residential grant program that 
supports the development of new ideas and 
perspectives in the field of conservation by 
providing an opportunity for professionals 
to conduct scholarly research, drawing 
upon resources at the Getty. Projects listed 
represent the scholar’s primary research 
while in residence.

Tharron Bloomfield, Independent scholar, 
Australia. Work on “Engaging Indigenous 
Participation: Toward a More Diverse 
Profession.”  

Heather Viles, University of Oxford. 
Research on “Green Ruins? Linking 
Biodiversity and Cultural Heritage 
Conservation.” 

Stephen Hackney, Independent Scholar, 
United Kingdom. Research on “The 
Interaction Between a Painting and its 
Immediate Environment.”  

Yvonne Shashoua, National Museum of 
Denmark. Work on “Investigation of the 
Effectiveness of Adsorbents to Inhibit 
Degradation of Cellulose Nitrate and 
Acetate.”  

James Edward Ashby, Independent Scholar, 
Ottawa, Canada. Research on “Meddling 
with Megastructures; Developing a Heritage 
Conservation Approach for Building 
Complexes of the Late Modern Era.” 

Postdoctoral Fellowship  
in Conservation Science

The Getty Conservation Institute’s 
Postdoctoral Fellowship in Conservation 
Science is a recurring two-year residential 
grant that provides an opportunity for 
recent doctoral recipients in chemistry or 
the physical sciences to gain experience  
in the field of conservation science by 
working as an integral part of the GCI 
Science department, with full access  
to Getty resources.

Andrew Lerwill, Tate Gallery, London.  
Work on Microfading Research in his first 
year of residence.

J. Paul Getty Museum

The J. Paul Getty Museum Guest Scholar 
Program is a residential, three-month 
fellowship for scholars whose research is 
best pursued in the context of the Museum’s 
collections and in contact with the its staff 
and the resources of the Getty Research 
Institute. The program is by invitation.

Projects listed represent scholars’ primary 
research while in residence.

Felicity Allen. Independent scholar, 
London. Contextualized and analyzed the 
development and progress of Tate Britain’s 
cross-cultural international education 
program, Nahnou-Together (2005–9). 
Explored its potential relevance for 
museums, for education programs, and in 
developing international strategies.

Katharine Baetjer. The Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, New York. Researched and 
wrote a new scholarly catalogue of The 
Metropolitan Museum of Art’s French 18th-
century paintings collections.

Rocio Bruquetas. Instituto del Patrimonio 
Cultural de Espana, Madrid. Researched 
the primary source materials she has 
gathered from archives in Lima, Peru, 
regarding the influence of Spanish 
materials and techniques of artists working 
on painted surfaces. Planned and prepared 
a small book publication on materials and 
methods of painting in Spain.

Joanna Cannon. The Courtauld Institute of 
Art, London. Completed the manuscript for 
her book, “Religious Poverty, Visual Riches. 
Art in the Dominican Churches of Central 
Italy in the 13th and 14th Centuries.” 
Embarked on a pair of related projects 
concerning the technical art history of two 
14th-century Italian artists, Bernardo Daddi 
and the Master of the Fogg Pietà.

Virginia Costa. Freelance scientist, 
Meudon, France. Tested different materials 
for use in the museum environment using 
electrochemical reduction. She employed 

materials currently in use at the J. Paul 
Getty Museum (wood, paper, adhesive, 
plastic, rubber, solvent [paints], etc.)

Laure de Margerie. University of Texas 
at Dallas. Worked on a Census of French 
Sculpture (1500–1960) in American  
Public Collections.

Philip Gefter. First Thought Films LLC,  
New York. Completed the manuscript for his 
biography of Samuel Wagstaff, Jr., using both 
the Wagstaff archive at the Getty Research 
Institute and the Wagstaff photograph 
collection in the J. Paul Getty Museum.

Hans Rupprecht Goette. University of 
Giessen, Germany. Researched and wrote 
about ancient sculptures in museums in 
Hungary, Australia, and the United States, 
focusing on Roman portraits and their 
historical, iconographical, and technical 
(i.e. marble and workmanship) background 
in regard to regional workshops and their 
trade in the ancient world.

Ignacio Cano Rivero. Museo de Bellas 
Artes de Sevilla, Spain. Completed his 
doctoral thesis, “Contributions to the 
history of the dispersion of the artistic 
heritage of Seville (1770–1810).”

Michael Roth. Kupferstichkabinett, 
Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Germany. 
Researched a monographic case study 
on the Master of the Drapery Studies, a 
multidisciplinary artist whose drawings 
constitute the largest surviving body of 
work before Dürer.

Hiltrud Westermann-Angerhausen. 
Schnütgen Museum, Cologne, Germany. 
Completed catalogue of 932 German 
Romanesque and Gothic bronze censers, 
volume 8 of the Deutsche Bronzewerke  
des Mittelalters.
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Getty Councils 

Getty Conservation 
Institute Council

For July 1, 2011 through June 30, 2012

Louise Henry Bryson (Chair) and John 
Bryson

Maria D. Hummer-Tuttle (Vice Chair)  
and Robert Holmes Tuttle

Carole Black

Barbara Bollenbach

Peggy and Andrew Cherng

Carolyn and Robert Denham

Nancy and Patrick Forster

Karen Mack Goldsmith and  
Russell Goldsmith

Joanne C. and Roger Kozberg 

David and Ellen Lee

Jenny and Luis Li

Nancy and Howard Marks

Caryll and Bill Mingst    

Laura and R. Carlton Seaver

Mark and Christina Siegel

Susan Steinhauser and Daniel Greenberg 

Marilyn and Tom Sutton

Luanne Wells

J. Paul Getty Museum 
Paintings Conservation 
Council

For July 1, 2011 through June 30, 2012

John A. Sturgeon (Chair)

John Bloomberg

Toni Bloomberg

Suzanne Deal Booth

Elizabeth Debreu

Robert F. and Lois Erburu

Deborah P. Gage

Arthur Greenberg

Mary Tavener Holmes

Thomas S. Kaplan

Richard Kelton

David Kowitz

Sarah Kowitz

Herbert L. Lucas

Ann Lucas

Tania N. Norris

Lynda Resnick

Stewart Resnick

Gayle Garner Roski

Anne F. Rothenberg

Mark S. Siegel

Louis Stern

Brian Sweeney

Eva Sweeney

Peter J. Taylor

George Wachter

Carolyn Wellisz

Tadeusz Wellisz

Malcolm H. Wiener

Noelle Wolf

Richard Wolf

J. Paul Getty Museum 
Photographs Council

For July 1, 2011 through June 30, 2012

Gloria Grossman (Chair Emerita)

Strawn Rosenthal (Chair) 

Deborah Bell

Denise Bethel    

Michael and Sharon Blasgen    

Louise Henry Bryson 

Kenneth Carlson

William Carter    

Alison Bryan Crowell 

Jan and Trish de Bont    

Nancy Dubois    

David Fahey    

Steven B. Fink

Diane Frankel

Judy Ellis Glickman

Harriett Gold

Daniel Greenberg    

Manfred Heiting    

Gloria Katz and Willard Huyck

Bowen H. ‘Buzz’ Mc Coy

Jean McCusker    

Emily Gold Mears

Marjorie Ornston

Leo and Nina Pircher

Lyle Poncher

Stephen Purvis and Devon Susholtz    

Richard and Strawn Rosenthal

Anne Cohen Ruderman 

Paul Sack and Shirley Ross Davis

Dan and Mary Solomon    

Susan Steinhauser 

Alessandro Uzielli   

Robert Weingarten    

Jane Wilson    

Michael Wilson

Bruce Worster

Susan Worster
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Getty Guest Scholars

Guest Researchers

Cynthia Colburn (Villa), Pepperdine 
University. “Exotica and the Politics of 
Performance in Prepalatial Crete.”

Brian Copenhaver, University of California, 
Los Angeles. “Explaining by Picturing in 
Early Modern Europe.”

Alex McDowell, production designer and 
film producer, Los Angeles, California, and 
London, England. “Art on Screen.”

Elena Shtromberg, University of Utah. 
“20th Century Brazilian and Latin  
American Art.”

Los Angeles Architecture Fellows

Catherine Gudis (scholar), University of 
California, Riverside. “Curating the City: 
The Framing of Los Angeles.”

Hillary Jenks (postdoctoral), Portland State 
University, Oregon. “Resurrecting the City: 
Urban Revitalization and Metropolitan 
Identities, 1950–2010.”

Martino Stierli (postdoctoral), 
Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule, 
Zurich, Switzerland. “Los Angeles, 
the Infrastructural Sublime, and the 
Historiography of the City: Towards a  
Pre-history of an Ecological Approach  
to Motopia.”

Linda Samuels (predoctoral), University of 
California, Los Angeles. “Creating Autopia: 
Los Angeles 1940–1988.”

Roman Palaces Fellow

Francesco Freddolini, Università di Pisa, 
Italy. “Collecting and Displaying Sculpture 
in Medicean Tuscany, c. 1600–1737.”
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J. Paul Getty Museum 
Villa Council

For July 1, 2011 through June 30, 2012

Sol Rabin (Chair)

Patricia R. Anawalt

Dimitri Bizoumis

Leah Bizoumis

Lloyd E. Cotsen

Robert F. and Lois Erburu

Susana de Sola Funsten

Kirsten Grimstad

Barbara Poe Levee

Lawrence R. McNamee

Aaron Mendelsohn

William E. B. Siart

Jorge Silvetti 

Luanne Wells

Malcolm H. Wiener

Harold M. Williams

Getty Research Institute 
Collections Council 

For July 1, 2011 through June 30, 2012

Brian Sweeney (Chair)

Tom and Denise Decker

Curtis and Douglas Dombek

Florence Fearrington

Richard Kelton

Tania N. Norris

Timm and Anna Oberwelland

Tony and Monique Owen

Richard and Strawn Rosenthal

Richard A. Simms

Eva Sweeney

Getty Councils

Books published by Getty Publications 
between July 1, 2011 and June 30, 2012 

J. PAUL GETTY TRUST

Amber and the Ancient World
Faya Causey
A compelling and beautifully illustrated 
exploration of the myths and uses of amber 
in antiquity.

American Painters on Technique
The Colonial Period to 1860
Lance Mayer and Gay Myers
The first comprehensive study of materials 
and techniques used by American artists 
through 1860.

Artful Lives
Edward Weston, Margrethe Mather, and 
the Bohemians of Los Angeles
Beth Gates Warren
A captivating biography of the personal 
and professional relationship between 
photographers Edward Weston and 
Margrethe Mather.

Books  
A Living History
Martyn Lyons
An engaging history of every iteration of the 
book from papyrus scrolls to the iPad.

Caravaggio
The Artist and His Work
Sybille Ebert-Schifferer
A fresh look at the life and work of the gifted 
but controversial artist.

Carleton Watkins
The Complete Mammoth Photographs
Weston Naef and Christine Hult-Lewis
An exhaustive and important catalogue of 
all the known mammoth-plate photographs 
created by Carleton Watkins.

The Classical Cookbook
Revised Edition
Andrew Dalby and Sally Grainger
Nearly 50 recipes from the ancient world  
for today’s kitchen, updated with a fresh, 
new design. 

Clay’s Tectonic Shift
John Mason, Ken Price, and Peter  
Voulkos, 1956–1968
Mary Davis MacNaughton, Editor
A fascinating look at three artists who 
helped bring ceramics into the world of  
fine art.

Drama and Devotion
Heemskerck’s Ecce Homo Altarpiece  
from Warsaw
Anne T. Woollett, Yvonne Szafran,  
and Alan Phenix
A detailed account of the recent restoration 
of the Ecce Homo triptych by Maerten van 
Heemskerck, a 16th-century Dutch painter.

The Eye of the Connoisseur
Authenticating Paintings by Rembrandt 
and His Contemporaries
Anna Tummers
A significant and richly illustrated discussion 
on the challenges of attributing 17th-century 
Dutch and Flemish art.

The Fate of Achilles
Bimba Landmann
From the author-illustrator of The Incredible 
Voyage of Ulysses, a powerful retelling of the 
tale of Achilles for kids.

The Goldfish in the Chandelier
Casie Kesterson, illustrations by  
Gary Hovland
A charming tale about the creation of an 
unusual chandelier—based on an actual 
chandelier in the Getty’s collection.

Herb Ritts
L.A. Style
Paul Martineau with an essay by  
James Crump
A seductive collection of portraits and nudes 
from the famed fashion photographer.

Illuminating the End of Time
The Getty Apocalypse Manuscript
Nigel J. Morgan
A masterpiece of English manuscript 
illumination that vividly illustrates the book 
of Revelation, reproduced here in its entirety 
alongside commentary.

The Joys of Collecting
J. Paul Getty
Oil baron and museum founder J. Paul Getty 
on his passion for collecting art.

Julius Shulman’s Los Angeles
Christopher James Alexander
Breathtaking views of Los Angeles taken  
by an iconic photographer.

The Knightly Art of Battle
Ken Mondschein
This intriguing glimpse into late-medieval 
martial arts shows readers how to fight  
like a knight.

Landscape in Photographs
Karen Hellman and Brett Abbott
A stunning collection of landscape 
photographs from traditional scenes to 
settings that appear almost abstract on film.

Le Corbusier & Lucien Hervé
A Dialogue between Architect  
and Photographer
Jacques Sbriglio
The collaboration between these two 
groundbreaking Modernists, beautifully 
illustrated in this striking volume. 

Letter and Report on the Discoveries  
at Herculaneum
Johann Joachim Winckelmann
A new translation of two 18th-century 
documents detailing early archaeological 
studies of Herculaneum and Pompeii.

Looking at Textiles
A Guide to Technical Terms
Elena Phipps
An illustrated guide to the materials and 
techniques used to create textiles.

The Medieval Cookbook
Revised Edition
Maggie Black
Eighty recipes drawn from the earliest 
English cookbooks, updated for the 
modern cook.

Miraculous Bouquets
Flower and Fruit Paintings by  
Jan van Huysum
Anne T. Woollett
Exquisite details of two dazzling still-life 
paintings by Jan van Huysum.

Modern Antiquity
Picasso, de Chirico, Léger, Picabia
Christopher Green and Jens M. Daehner
A fascinating look at how the 20th-century 
avant-garde adopted and adapted  
ancient art.

Getty Publications



Getty SponsorsGetty Publications

The Monkeys of Christophe Huet
Singeries in French Decorative Arts
Nicole Garnier-Pelle, Anne Forray-Carlier,  
and Marie Christine Anselm
A delightful exploration of the whimsical 
monkey motifs popular in France in the  
18th century.

Notes toward a Conditional Art
Robert Irwin
A collection of writings by the prolific artist 
Robert Irwin, including many that have never 
been published.

Photography and Play
Erin C. Garcia
Lively photographs from artists, such as 
Weegee, Diane Arbus, and Brassaï, that 
capture people at play.

Prom
Mary Ellen Mark
An American rite of passage, exquisitely 
captured by the critically acclaimed 
documentary photographer.

Proof
The Rise of Printmaking in  
Southern California
Leah Lehmbeck, Editor
A lavishly illustrated introduction to 
printmaking pioneers and the influential 
Tamarind Lithography Workshop.

Renaissance People
Lives that Shaped the Modern Age
Robert C. Davis and Beth Lindsmith
Profiles of Renaissance personalities from 
iconic figures including Leonardo da Vinci 
and Christopher Columbus to those who are 
less well known.

Roman Art
Paul Zanker
A groundbreaking study on the evolution of 
Roman imagery in the political and social 
context of Republican Rome and the Empire, 
now available in paperback.

Some Aesthetic Decisions
The Photographs of Judy Fiskin
Virginia Heckert
The first major monograph of Los Angeles–
based artist Judy Fiskin with nearly 300 
images taken from 1973 to 1995— 
her complete photographic oeuvre.

Thesaurus Cultus et Rituum Antiquorum 
(ThesCRA)
Volume VI: Stages and Circumstances  
of Life; Work, Hunting, Travel
Volume VII: Festivals and Games
Volume VIII
Antoine Hermary and Bertrand  
Jaeger, Editors
New additions to this major multivolume 
reference on all aspects of Greek, Etruscan, 
and Roman cults and rituals.

Women in the Ancient World
Jenifer Neils
A fresh look at the visual representations of 
women in the Ancient Mediterranean.

GETTY CONSERVATION INSTITUTE

Jean Paul Riopelle
The Artist’s Materials
Marie-Claude Corbeil, Kate Helwig,  
and Jennifer Poulin
A study of Canadian artist Jean Paul 
Riopelle and the techniques and materials 
used in his work.

GETTY RESEARCH INSTITUTE

Display and Art History
The Düsseldorf Gallery and Catalogue
Thomas W. Gaehtgens and  
Louis Marchesano
A handsomely illustrated examination of one 
of the first modern art catalogues and its 
impact on art history.

Getty Research Journal No. 4
Thomas W. Gaehtgens and  
Lucy Bradnock, Editors
An illustrated journal that showcases the 
remarkable original research underway  
at the Getty. 

Letters to Miranda and Canova on  
the Abduction of Antiquities from Rome 
and Athens
Antoine Quatremère de Quincy, introduction 
by Dominique Poulot, translation by Chris 
Miller and David Gilks
One of the founding texts of museology 
translated into English for the first time. 

Modern Japanese Art and the Meiji State
The Politics of Beauty
Dōshin Satō 
A groundbreaking analysis of the 
reconceptualization of Japanese art history 
in the late 19th century.

Pacific Standard Time
Los Angeles Art, 1945–1980
Rebecca Peabody, Andrew Perchuk,  
Glenn Phillips, and Rani Singh, Editors
A stunningly illustrated history of the vibrant 
postwar art scene in Los Angeles.

Patrons and Sponsors 

For July 1, 2011 through June 30, 2012

The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation

Council on Library and Information 
Resources

Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft

Dunard Fund

Edison International

Lincoln

National Endowment for the Humanities

National Historical Publications and Records 
Commission

The Robert Mapplethorpe Foundation

The Samuel H. Kress Foundation

The Volkswagen Foundation

Pacific Standard Time 
Sponsors

Bank of America  (Presenting sponsor)

The Ahmanson Foundation

Art Platform — Los Angeles

The Broad Art Foundation

John and Louise Bryson

California Community Foundation

The Coffee Bean & Tea Leaf

David and Marianna Fisher

Four Seasons Hotel Los Angeles  
at Beverly Hills

Agnes Gund

The James Irvine Foundation

89.3 KPCC (Media Sponsor)

LA INC.

Paul LeClerc and Judith Ginsberg

Jon B. and Lillian Lovelace

The Mohn Family Foundation

The Ralph M. Parsons Foundation

The Rose Hills Foundation

Anne and Jim Rothenberg

Elizabeth and Henry Segerstrom

Christina and Mark Siegel

Sotheby’s

South Coast Plaza

Tiffany & Co.

Turon Travel

Maria Hummer-Tuttle and  
Robert Holmes Tuttle

W.M. Keck Foundation

Weingart Foundation
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2012

$5.6

2003 2004 2005

$4.4

2006

$4.3

2007

$4.8

2008

$5.1
$5.3

2009

$5.6

2010

$6.4

2011

$6.0

$4.8

Amounts in billions

Footnote: Endowment Value is from Financial Statements and 
includes investments net of payables and receivables, investments 
loaned under a securities lending agreement, and it excludes 
investments whose use is limited.

Board of Trustees, 
Officers and Directors
As of June 30, 2012

Endowment Value
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Board of Trustees

James Cuno

Mark S. Siegel (Chair)

Frances D. Fergusson

Maria D. Hummer-Tuttle

Joanne C. Kozberg

Paul LeClerc

David Lee

Luis G. Nogales

Stewart A. Resnick

Neil L. Rudenstine (Vice Chair)

William E.B. Siart

Ronald P. Spogli

Peter J. Taylor

Jay S. Wintrob

Trustees Emeriti

Lewis W. Bernard

John H. Biggs (Chair Emeritus)

Louise H. Bryson (Chair Emerita)

John F. Cooke

Ramon C. Cortines

Lloyd E. Cotsen

Robert F. Erburu (Chair Emeritus)

John T. Fey

David I. Fisher

David P. Gardner (Chair Emeritus)

Gordon P. Getty

Vartan Gregorian

Agnes Gund

Helene L. Kaplan

Jon B. Lovelace (Chair Emeritus)

Herbert L. Lucas, Jr. 

Rocco C. Siciliano

J. Patrick Whaley

John C. Whitehead

Harold M. Williams (President Emeritus)

Blenda J. Wilson

Officers and Directors

James Cuno 
President and Chief Executive Officer

Patricia A. Woodworth 
Vice President, Chief Financial Officer,  
and Chief Operating Officer

James M. Williams 
Vice President, Chief Investment Officer, and 
Treasurer

Stephen W. Clark 
Vice President, General Counsel,  
and Secretary

J. Timothy Child 
Vice President, Institutional Advancement

Ron Hartwig 
Vice President, Communications

Timothy P. Whalen 
Director, The Getty Conservation Institute

Deborah Marrow 
Director, The Getty Foundation 

James Cuno 
Acting Director, The J. Paul Getty Museum

Thomas Gaehtgens 
Director, The Getty Research Institute
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Statements of Financial Position
June 30, 2012 and 2011

Statements of Activities
June 30, 2012 and 2011

(Amounts in thousands)  2012 2011

Assets
Cash $ 5,517 1,015
Receivables:

Investments  121,726 106,058
Interest and dividends  53,298 3,658
Other  814 6,322

Investments  5,329,520 5,580,226
Investments whose use is limited  4,219 5,393
Property and equipment, net  1,180,027 1,209,180
Collections and other assets  2,073,504 2,001,921
 $ 8,768,625 8,913,773

Liabilities and Net Assets
Liabilities:

Accounts payable $ 10,230 12,314
Payables on investment purchases  192,072 128,351
Accrued pension and other postretirement plans liabilities  191,148 130,317
Accrued and other liabilities  17,051 19,471
Interest rate swaps  194,526 90,313
Bonds payable  629,278 618,320

  1,234,305 999,086

Net assets:
Unrestricted  7,530,276 7,909,332
Temporarily restricted  2,828 4,385
Permanently restricted  1,216 970

  7,534,320 7,914,687
 $ 8,768,625 8,913,773

Visit getty.edu for accompanying notes to financial statements.

(Amounts in thousands)    2012 2011

Change in unrestricted net assets:
Revenues and other support:

Sales and other income   $ 26,046 24,547
Contributions    21,277 6,779

Investment income:
Interest and dividend income, net    45,528 61,511
Net realized and unrealized (loss) gain on investments   (17,448) 930,158

Net investment income    28,080 991,669
Net realized and unrealized (loss) gain on interest rate swap agreements  (117,004) 19,877
Net assets released from restriction    2,848 326

Total revenues, other support, investment income, and loss  (38,753) 1,043,198
Expenses:

Program services:
Museum    159,896 156,910
Research Institute    49,284 46,368
Conservation Institute    28,715 26,344
Foundation and Grants    31,396 29,145

Total program services    269,291 258,767
Supporting services:

General and administrative    10,181 11,048
Total expenses    279,472 269,815

Pension and other postretirement plans    (60,831) 17,169
Change in unrestricted net assets    (379,056) 790,552

Change in temporarily restricted net assets:
Contributions    1,291 3,266
Net assets released from restriction    (2,848) (326)

Change in temporarily restricted net assets    (1,557) 2,940
Change in permanently restricted net assets:

Contributions    246 205
Change in net assets    (380,367) 793,697

Net assets, beginning of year    7,914,687 7,120,990
Net assets, end of year   $ 7,534,320 7,914,687

Visit getty.edu for accompanying notes to financial statements.
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(Amounts in thousands)    2012 2011

Cash flows from operating activities:
Change in net assets    $ (380,367) 793,697
Adjustments to reconcile change in net assets to net cash

used in operating activities:
Depreciation and amortization    45,973 46,812
Net realized and unrealized loss (gain) on investments    17,448 (930,158)
Unrealized loss (gain) on interest rate swap agreements   104,213 (19,877)
Noncash contributions of art    (18,528) (4,992)
Loss on disposition of property and equipment    232 3,459
Loss (gain) on disposition of collection items    45 (2,696)
Pension-related changes    60,831 (17,169)
Contributions restricted for long-term investment    (246) (205)
Changes in operating assets and liabilities:

Interest and dividends receivable    (49,640) (1,691)
Other receivables    5,508 (1,379)
Other assets    (161) 63
Accounts payable    (2,084) 2,131
Accrued and other liabilities    (2,420) (4,390)

Net cash used in operating activities    (219,196) (136,521)
Cash flows from investing activities:

Proceeds from sales of investments    7,096,872 9,168,099
Purchases of investments    (6,814,387) (8,969,381)
Purchases of collection items    (52,992) (61,971)
Proceeds from the sale of collection items    53 3,065
Purchases of property and equipment    (17,655) (7,262)
Proceeds from sale of property and equipment    6 8,741

Net cash provided by investing activities    211,897 141,291
Cash flows from financing activities:

Proceeds from bonds payable    536,049 54,100
Payments on bonds payable    (524,494) (58,335)
Contributions restricted for long-term investment    246 205

Net cash used in financing activities    11,801 (4,030) 
Net increase in cash    4,502 740

Cash, beginning of year    1,015 275
Cash, end of year   $ 5,517 1,015

Supplemental disclosure of cash flow information:
Cash paid during the year for interest   $ 23,076 22,836

Visit getty.edu for accompanying notes to financial statements.
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